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Abstract

Generative Models for Image and Long Video Synthesis

by

Tim Brooks

Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Alexei A. Efros, Chair

In this thesis, I present essential ingredients for making image and video generative models useful for general visual content creation through three contributions. First, I will present research on long video generation. This work proposes a network architecture and training paradigm that enables learning long-term temporal patterns from videos, a key challenge to advancing video generation from short clips to longer-form coherent videos. Next, I will present research on generating images of scenes conditioned on human poses. This work showcases the ability of generative models to represent relationships between humans and their environments, and emphasizes the importance of learning from large and complex datasets of daily human activity. Lastly, I will present a method for teaching generative models to follow image editing instructions by combining the abilities of large language models and text-to-image models to create supervised training data. Following instructions is an important step that will allow generative models of visual data to become more helpful to people. Together these works advance the capabilities of generative models for synthesizing images and long videos.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

During my PhD studies, image and video generative models have evolved from niche demos into widely adopted creative tools. I am privileged to have pursued my doctorate in visual generative models during this pivotal time, and I am optimistic about the transformative potential and utility of future visual generative models. In this thesis, I present three works aimed at enhancing the capabilities of generative models for visual content creation. These works outline key elements necessary for making future image and video generative models more helpful to people at performing complex visual creation tasks.

In Chapter 2, I discuss the development of video generation models that can represent long-term patterns over time. Increasing the duration of generated videos is a vital aspect of improving visual generative models, which have previously concentrated on only brief video clips. Long video generation is essential for applications like AI-aided production of feature-length films. Additionally, learning from long videos contributes to a deeper understanding of the visual world, which is invaluable for general-purpose visual generative models. Increasing sequence length in other modalities, such as for language and speech modeling, has shown vast improvements in the emergent abilities of these models. Similarly, future visual generative models will likely handle extremely long videos, ultimately unlocking transformative visual understanding and generative capabilities.

The video generation approach I propose takes a step in this direction by expanding the time horizon modeled in videos compared to prior research. Long videos present particular challenges, such as modeling new objects and scenery that enter the video over time and maintaining physical consistencies expected of real environments. My work tackles these hard problems by introducing a new video generative adversarial network (GAN) capable of representing long-term patterns in an efficient temporal latent space, and capable of being efficiently trained on long videos...
by decomposing the modeling problem into two complementary generative models that operate at different temporal and spatial scales.

In Chapter 3, I present research on learning from complex real-world data reflecting everyday human activity. The interactions between people, objects, and their surroundings offer a rich source of information about the world. I propose a method that learns these relationships via a conditional generative model. Earlier generative models primarily concentrated on specific content categories, such as faces or particular object classes. This work expands generative models into the domain of modeling complex scenes with humans. Provided an input skeletal pose of a person, the model is capable of generating a plausible scene that is compatible with that pose. The model can generate both empty scenes and scenes with a person in the input pose. Visual results demonstrate that the model emerges to learn a nuanced understanding of scene affordances and semantic relationships between environments and human actions. This research highlights the ability of generative models to understand complex relationships about the visual world by training on large visual datasets of everyday human activity.

In Chapter 4, I propose a technique for making visual generative models more useful to people by teaching them to follow image editing instructions. It is crucial to consider the interface for how people will use generative models to create visual content, and I argue that an ideal interface, short of mind-reading, is to converse with an AI system as if talking with a creative human expert. We should be able to tell AI models exactly what we want them to do and receive a helpful output that adheres to our request. Building on this concept, the last work I will present teaches generative models to follow image editing instructions.

Instruction-based image editing is a particularly challenging task because, unlike other image prediction tasks, there does not exist a sizeable training dataset of examples. While there is a plethora of images including many images with corresponding text, there are no large datasets with editing instructions and corresponding before and after images, and collecting such data would be extremely expensive and challenging to scale. A key insight of the work I present is to combine capabilities of large language models and text-to-image models to generate the necessary training data. As generative models become increasingly powerful at producing realistic samples, they will also become increasingly useful at creating training data for other models or for specialized tasks. By combining the knowledge of two large generative models trained on different modalities—a large language model and a text-to-image model—it is possible to create training data for instruction-based image editing, which is a task that neither model can achieve on its own. While the training data is entirely generated, the resulting model generalizes to real inputs and produces compelling image edits for a wide variety of images and instructions. Teaching vi-
sual generative models to follow instructions is a key step toward making AI-based content creation more useful. In the future, it will be essential to extend these abilities beyond a single instruction and to enable full conversation between users and visual generative models.

Collectively, these works identify three critical components for future visual generative models: modeling long-term patterns over time, learning from complex visual data, and following visual generation instructions. All three elements will be essential in developing artificial superintelligence that performs complex visual creation tasks, aids human creativity, and brings our visual imaginations to life.
Chapter 2

Generating Long Videos

2.1 Introduction

Videos are data that change over time, with complex patterns of camera viewpoint, motion, deformation and occlusion. In certain respects, videos are unbounded — they may last arbitrarily long and there is no limit to the amount of new content that may become visible over time. Yet videos that depict the real world must also remain consistent with physical laws that dictate which changes over time are feasible. For example, the camera may only move through 3D space along a smooth path, objects cannot morph between each other, and time cannot go backward. Generating long videos thus requires the ability to produce endless new content while maintaining appropriate consistencies.

In this work, we focus on generating long videos with rich dynamics and new content that arises over time. While existing video generation models can produce “infinite” videos, the type and amount of change along the time axis is highly limited. For example, a synthesized infinite video of a person talking will only include small motions of the mouth and head. Moreover, common video generation datasets often contain short clips with little new content over time, which may inadvertently bias design choices toward training on short segments or pairs of frames, forcing content in videos to stay fixed, or using architectures with small temporal receptive fields.

We make the time axis a first-class citizen for video generation. To this end, we introduce two new datasets that contain motion, changing camera viewpoints, and entrances/exits of objects and scenery over time. We learn long-term consistencies...
2.1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 2.1: We aim to generate videos that accurately portray motion, changing camera viewpoint, and new content that arises over time. **Top:** Our horseback riding dataset exhibits these types of changes as the horse moves forward in the environment. **Middle:** StyleGAN-V, a state-of-the-art video generation baseline, is incapable of generating new content over time; the horse fails to move forward past the obstacle, the scene does not change, and the video morphs back and forth within a short window of motion. **Bottom:** Our novel video generation model prioritizes the time axis and generates realistic motion and scenery changes over long durations. The same videos can be viewed on the supplemental webpage.

by training on long videos and design a temporal latent representation that enables modeling complex temporal changes. Figure 2.1 illustrates the rich motion and scenery changes that our model is capable of generating. See our webpage\(^1\) for video results, code, data and pretrained models.

Our main contribution is a hierarchical generator architecture that employs a vast temporal receptive field and a novel temporal embedding. We employ a multi-resolution strategy, where we first generate videos at low resolution and then refine them using a separate super-resolution network. Naively training on long videos at high spatial resolution is prohibitively expensive, but we find that the main aspects of a video persist at a low spatial resolution. This observation allows us to train with long videos at low resolution and short videos at high resolution, enabling us to prioritize the time axis and ensure that long-term changes are accurately portrayed. The low-resolution and super-resolution networks are trained independently with an RGB bottleneck in between. This modular design allows iterating on each network independently and leveraging the same super-resolution network for different low-

\(^{1}\)https://www.timothybrooks.com/tech/long-videos
2.2 Prior Work

Video generation is a challenging problem with a long history. The classic early works, Video Textures [2] and Dynamic Textures [3], model videos as textures by analogy with image textures. That is, they explicitly assume the content to be stationary over time, e.g., fire burning, smoke rising, foliage falling, pendulum swinging, etc., and use non-parametric [2] or parametric [3] approaches to model that stationary distribution. Although subsequent video synthesis works have dropped the “texture” moniker, much of the limitations remain similar—short training videos and models which produce little or no new objects entering the frame during the video. Below we summarize some of the more recent efforts on video generation.

Unconditional video generation. Many video generation works are based on GANs [4], including early models that output fixed-length videos [5–7] and approaches that use recurrent networks to produce a sequence of latent codes used to generate frames [8–11]. MoCoGAN [11] explicitly disentangles “motion” from “content” and keeps the latter fixed over the entire generated video. StyleGAN-V [12] is a recent state-of-the-art model we use as a primary baseline. Similar to MoCoGAN, StyleGAN-V employs a global latent code that controls content of an entire video. MoCoGAN-HD [10], which we also compare with, and StyleVideoGAN [9] attempt to generate videos by navigating the latent space of a pretrained StyleGAN2 model [13], but struggle to produce realistic motion. Unlike previous StyleGAN-based [14] video models, we prioritize the time axis in our generator through a new temporal latent representation and temporal convolutions. We also compare with DIGAN [15] that employs an implicit function to generate each video pixel.

Transformers are another class of models used for video generation [16–19]. We compare with TATS [16] that generates long unconditional videos with transformers, improving upon VideoGPT [19]. Both TATS and VideoGPT employ a GPT-like autoregressive transformer [20] that represents videos as sequences of tokens. However, the resulting videos tend to accumulate error over time and often diverge or change too rapidly. The models are also expensive to train and deploy due to their autoregressive nature over time and space. In concurrent work, promising results in

resolution network ablations.

We compare our results to several recent video generative models and demonstrate state-of-the-art performance in producing long videos with realistic motion and changes in content. Code, new datasets, and pre-trained models on these datasets will be made available.
generating diverse videos have been demonstrated using diffusion-based models [21].

**Conditional video prediction.** A separate line of research focuses on predicting future video frames conditioned on one or more real video frames [22–27] or past frames accompanied by an action label [28–31]. Some video prediction methods focus specifically on generating infinite scenery by conditioning on camera trajectory [32, 33] and/or explicitly predicting depth [32,34] to then simulate a virtual camera flying through a 3D scene. Our goal, on the other hand, is to support camera movement as well as moving objects by having the scene structure emerge implicitly.

**Multi-resolution training.** Training at multiple scales is a common strategy for image generation models [35–39]. Transformer-based video generators also employ a related two-phase setup [16,19]. Saito et al. [40] subsample frames at higher resolutions in their video generator architecture to improve efficiency. A similar idea is also used in SlowFast [41] networks where different network pathways are used for high and low frame rate video streams. Acharya et al. [5] propose a multi-scale GAN for video generation that increases both spatial resolution and sequence length during training to produce a fixed-length video. In contrast, our multi-resolution approach is designed to enable generating arbitrarily long videos with rich long-term dynamics by leveraging training of long sequences at low resolution.

### 2.3 Our Method

Modeling the long-term temporal behavior observed in real videos presents us with two main challenges. First, we must use long enough sequences during training to capture the relevant effects; using, e.g., pairs of consecutive frames fails to provide meaningful training signal for effects that occur over several seconds. Second, we must ensure that the networks themselves are capable of operating over long time scales; if, e.g., the receptive field of the generator spans only 8 adjacent frames, any two frames taken more than 8 frames apart will necessarily be uncorrelated with each other.

Figure 2.2a shows the overall design of our generator. We seed the generation process with a variable-length stream of temporal noise, consisting of 8 scalar components per frame drawn from i.i.d. Gaussian distribution. The temporal noise is first processed by a low-resolution generator to obtain a sequence of RGB frames at 64^2 resolution that are then refined by a separate super-resolution network to produce the final frames at 256^2 resolution. The role of the low-resolution generator

\[^{2}\text{We handle datasets with non-square aspect ratio by shrinking all intermediate data accordingly.}^\]
2.3. OUR METHOD

To achieve long temporal receptive field and high spatial resolution, we split our generator into two components: a low-resolution generator, responsible for modeling major aspects of the motion and scene composition, and a super-resolution network, responsible for hallucinating fine details.

(a) The low-resolution generator (Section 2.3.1) employs a wide temporal receptive field and is trained with sequences of 128 frames at $64^2$ resolution.

(b) The super-resolution network (Section 2.3.2) is conditioned on short sequences of low-resolution frames and trained to produce their plausible counterparts at $256^2$ resolution.

(c) Our two-stage design provides maximum flexibility in terms of generating long videos. Specifically, the low-resolution generator is designed to be fully convolutional over time, so the duration and time offset of the generated video can be controlled by shifting and reshaping the temporal noise, respectively. The super-resolution network, on the other hand, operates on a frame-by-frame basis. It receives a short sequence of 9 consecutive low-resolution frames and outputs a single high-resolution frame; each output frame is processed independently using a sliding window. The combination of fully-convolutional and per-frame processing enables us to generate arbitrary frames in arbitrary order, which is highly desirable for, e.g., interactive applications.

With $256 \times 144$ target resolution, for example, the low-resolution frames will have $64 \times 36$ resolution.
2.3. OUR METHOD

The low-resolution and super-resolution networks are modular with an RGB bottleneck in between. This greatly simplifies experimentation, since the networks are trained independently and can be used in different combinations during inference. We will first describe the training and architecture of the low-resolution generator in Section 2.3.1 and then discuss the super-resolution network in Section 2.3.2.

2.3.1 Low-resolution Generator

Figure 2.2b shows our training setup for the low-resolution generator. In each iteration, we provide the generator with a fresh set of temporal noise to produce sequences of 128 frames (4.3 seconds at 30 fps). To train the discriminator, we sample corresponding sequences from the training data by choosing a random video and a random interval of 128 frames within that video.

We have observed that training with long sequences tends to exacerbate the issue of overfitting [42]. As the sequence length increases, we suspect that it becomes harder for the generator to simultaneously model temporal dynamics at multiple time scales, but at the same time, easier for the discriminator to spot any mistakes. In practice, we have found strong discriminator augmentation [42, 43] to be necessary in order to stabilize the training. We employ DiffAug [43] using the same transformation for each frame in a sequence, as well as fractional time stretching between $\frac{1}{2} \times$ and $2 \times$; see Section 2.4.1 for details.

Architecture. Figure 2.3 illustrates the architecture of our low-resolution generator. Our main goal is to make the time axis a first-class citizen, including careful design of a temporal latent representation, temporal style modulation, spatiotemporal convolutions, and temporal upsamples. Through these mechanisms, our generator spans a vast temporal receptive field (5k frames), allowing it to represent temporal correlations at multiple time scales.

We employ a style-based design, similar to Karras et al. [13, 44], that maps the input temporal noise into a sequence of intermediate latents $\{w_t\}$ used to modulate the behavior of each layer in the main synthesis path. Each intermediate latent is associated with a specific frame, but it can significantly influence the scene composition and temporal behavior of several frames through hierarchical 3D convolutions that appear in the main path.

In order to reap the full benefits of the style-based design, it is crucial for the intermediate latents to capture long-term temporal correlations, such as weather changes or persistent objects. To this end, we adopt a scheme where we first enrich the input temporal noise using a series of temporal lowpass filters and then pass it
2.3. OUR METHOD

Figure 2.3: Low-resolution generator architecture, illustrated for 64×36 output. **Left:** The input temporal noise is mapped to a sequence of intermediate latents \( \{w_t\} \) that modulate the intermediate activations of the main synthesis path. **Top right:** To facilitate the modeling of long-term dependencies, we enrich the temporal noise by passing it through a series of lowpass filters whose temporal footprints range all the way from 100 to 5000 frames. **Bottom right:** The main synthesis path consists of spatiotemporal (ST) and spatial (S) blocks that gradually increase the resolution over time and space.

through a fully-connected *mapping network* on a frame-by-frame basis. The goal of the lowpass filtering is to provide the mapping network with sufficient long-term context across a wide range of different time scales. Specifically, given a stream of temporal noise \( z(t) \in \mathbb{R}^8 \), we compute the corresponding enriched representation \( z'(t) \in \mathbb{R}^{128 \times 8} \) as \( z'_{i,j} = f_i \ast z_j \), where \( \{f_i\} \) is a set of 128 lowpass filters whose temporal footprint ranges from 100 to 5000 frames, and \( \ast \) denotes convolution over time; see Section 2.4.2 for details.

The main synthesis path starts by downsampling the temporal resolution of \( \{w_t\} \) by 32× and concatenating it with a learned constant at \( 4^2 \) resolution. It then gradually increases the temporal and spatial resolutions through a series of processing blocks, illustrated in Figure 2.3 (bottom right), focusing first on the time dimension (ST) and then the spatial dimensions (S). The first four blocks have 512 channels, followed by two blocks with 256, two with 128 and two with 64 channels. The processing blocks consist of the same basic building blocks as StyleGAN2 [13] and
StyleGAN3 [44] with the addition of a skip connection; the intermediate activations are normalized before each convolution [44] and modulated [13] according to an appropriately downsampled copy of \( \{w_t\} \). In practice, we employ bilinear upsampling [14] and use padding [44] for the time axis to eliminate boundary effects. Through the combination of our temporal latent representation and spatiotemporal processing blocks, our architecture is able to model complex and long-term patterns across time.

For the discriminator, we employ an architecture that prioritizes the time axis via wide temporal receptive field, 3D spatiotemporal and 1D temporal convolutions, and spatial and temporal downsamples; see Section 2.4.3 for details.

### 2.3.2 Super-resolution Network

Figure 2.2c shows our training setup for the super-resolution network. Our video super-resolution network is a straightforward extension of StyleGAN3 [44] for conditional frame generation. Unlike the low-resolution network that outputs a sequence of frames and includes explicit temporal operations, the super-resolution generator outputs a single frame and only utilizes temporal information at the input, where the real low-resolution frame and 4 neighboring real low-resolution frames before and after in time are concatenated along the channel dimension to provide context. We remove the spatial Fourier feature inputs and resize and concatenate the stack of low-resolution frames to each layer throughout the generator. The generator architecture is otherwise unchanged from StyleGAN3, including the use of an intermediate latent code that is sampled per video. Low-resolution frames undergo augmentation prior to conditioning as part of the data pipeline, which helps ensure generalization to generated low-resolution images.

The super-res discriminator is a similar straightforward extension of the StyleGAN discriminator, with 4 low and high-resolution frames concatenated at the input. The only other change is the removal of the minibatch standard deviation layer that we found unnecessary in practice. Both low- and high-resolution segments of 4 frames undergo adaptive augmentation [42] where the same augmentation is applied to all frames at both resolutions. Low-resolution segments also undergo aggressive dropout \( p = 0.9 \) probability of zeroing out the entire segment), which prevents the discriminator from relying too heavily on the conditioning signal; see Section 2.5.1 for details.

We find it remarkable that such a simple video super-resolution model appears sufficient for producing reasonably good high-resolution videos. We focus primarily on the low-resolution generator in our experiments, utilizing a single super-resolution network trained per dataset. We feel that replacing this simple network with a more
advanced model from the video super-resolution literature [45–48] is a promising avenue for future work.

2.4 Low-resolution Implementation Details

2.4.1 Augmentation

We find that overfitting of the discriminator network is particularly severe when training with long sequences. To alleviate the overfitting, we apply DiffAug [43] to real and generated videos prior to the discriminator. We use all categories of DiffAug augmentations — color, cutout, and translation — with default strengths for color and cutout augmentations, and maximum x- and y-translations of 32 pixels for the square SkyTimelapse dataset and 16 pixels for the non-square biking, horseback and ACID datasets. We also tried using the ADA [42] adaptive augmentation strategy, but it caused leakage of augmentations into the generated videos, even when augmentations were applied with low probability.

In addition to DiffAug, we employ fractional time stretching augmentation, where we resize the temporal axis by a factor of \( s = 2^a \) for \( a \sim U(-1,1) \) with linear interpolation and zero padding. If time stretching augmentation upsamples the time axis, the video is randomly cropped to fit within the original 128-frame window. Similarly, if time stretching augmentation downsamples the time axis, the video is zero padded with random amounts before and after to fit within the original 128-frame window. Fractional time stretching augmentation is related to subsampling augmentation that is commonly used by other methods [12], but supports a greater variety of augmentations since temporal scaling amounts are fractional. Further investigation into the best augmentation policies for video generation models is an important future area for investigation.

2.4.2 Temporal Lowpass Filters

To capture long-term temporal correlations in the intermediate latent codes, we enrich each of 8 channels of input temporal noise with a set of \( N = 128 \) lowpass filters \( \{f_i\} \). Specifically, we use Kaiser lowpass filters [49], following the implementation of [44]. We space lowpass filter sizes exponentially, where each filter has temporal footprint:

\[
k_i = k_{\min} \left( \frac{k_{\max}}{k_{\min}} \right)^{\frac{i}{N-1}} \text{ where } 0 \leq i < N, \ k_{\min} = 500 \text{ and } k_{\max} = 10000.
\]
2.4. LOW-RESOLUTION IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

2.4.3 Discriminator Architecture

Our low-resolution discriminator architecture is heavily inspired by the StyleGAN [14] discriminators, with the addition of spatiotemporal and temporal processing in order to model realistic motions and changes over time (see Figure 2.4).

The video is first expanded from 3 RGB channels to 128 channels using a 1×1 convolutional layer. The first block only operates spatially, downsampling height and width by 2× and using 3×3 spatial convolutions. The remaining 3 blocks downsample both spatially and temporally and use 5×3×3 spatiotemporal convolutions.

We omit temporal processing from the first block to save compute, since running 3D convolutions at the full resolution is substantially more expensive. We otherwise find the inclusion of temporal processing crucial for the model to learn temporal dynamics. In each block, the number of channels is doubled until reaching 512.

To further prioritize learning accurate motions and changes over time, we include 4× 1D temporal convolutions, each with a kernel size of 5 and followed by a LeakyReLU nonlinearity. Finally, following the StyleGAN discriminator, features are flattened and passed through 2 linear layers with a LeakyReLU nonlinearity in between to produce the final logits.

2.4.4 Training

We use a batch size of 64 videos, each of length 128 frames. We trained models with a variety of single- and multi-node jobs. We train each run for a maximum of 100,000 steps and cut training runs short if FVD begins increasing. Training the low-res generator takes 1.7 days for the maximum 100,000 steps using 4× nodes each containing 8× NVIDIA A100 GPUs. The low-res generator has 83.2M parameters and the low-res discriminator has 46.4M parameters. We use R1 regularization [50] with γ = 1 for non-square datasets, and γ = 4 for the square SkyTimelapse dataset.

We train with the Adam optimizer [51] with generator learning rate of 0.003, discriminator learning rate of 0.002, and β_1 = 0 and β_2 = 0.99 for both generator and discriminator. (Note: Adam with β_1 = 0 is equivalent to RMSprop [52] with the bias correction term from Adam.) We use an exponential moving average of the generator weights, with β_ema = 0.99985. We select the checkpoint with best FVD_{128}. 

2.5. SUPER-RESOLUTION IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

2.5.1 Augmentation

The super-resolution network undergoes augmentation of two forms: (1) augmentation of real and generated videos applied prior to the discriminator to prevent overfitting, and (2) augmentation of conditional real low resolution videos during training to improve generalization to generated low-resolution videos.

**Discriminator augmentation to prevent overfitting**  Augmentation to prevent discriminator overfitting uses ADA [42] with default settings, and applies the same augmentations to all frames from both high and low resolution videos. To additionally prevent overfitting and prevent the discriminator from focusing too much attention on the conditioning signal, we employ strong dropout augmentation with probability $p = 0.9$ of zeroing out the entire conditional low resolution video. This augmentation occurs before the discriminator only, and does not affect the inputs.
2.5. SUPER-RESOLUTION IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

We train our super-resolution network with real low resolution videos as conditioning, but use generated low resolution videos at inference time. There exists a domain gap between the real and generated low resolution videos, and to ensure our super-resolution network is robust to the domain gap, we augment real low resolution videos during training. Similar strategies are used in image generators with super-resolution refinement [53], where corruption is added to real low resolution inputs during training. We modify the ADA [42] augmentation pipeline, only enabling additive Gaussian noise, isotropic and non-isotropic scaling, rotation, and fractional translation. Each augmentation is applied to the entire low resolution video with a fixed probability of 50\%, and with relatively small strengths (noise_std=0.08, scale_std=0.08, aniso_std=0.08, rotate_max=0.016, xfrac_std=0.016). This is applied in the dataset pipeline and affects conditional inputs to the discriminator and super-resolution network only during training.

2.5.2 Prefiltering of Low-res Conditioning

The low resolution frame being upsampled is concatenated with 4 frames before and 4 frames after in the low resolution video sequence creating a stack of 9 low resolution frames. The stack is then resized and concatenated with features at each layer of the StyleGAN3 generator. We experimented with different prefiltering strengths when resizing the 9 conditioning frames, and found that strong prefiltering helps remove aliasing in the final video. This is related to the anti-aliasing properties of the StyleGAN3 generator that includes strong filtering of intermediate features [44]. Importantly, we do not prefilter the conditional frames when the input is the same resolution as the features (i.e., 64x64) since we found that negatively impacts the results. We only apply prefiltering when resizing, and we use the same prefiltering kernels as early layers of StyleGAN3.

2.5.3 Training

We use a batch size of 32 videos. The discriminator network inputs real and generated videos with a length of 4 frames, and for each generated frame the super-res network is provided 9 input frames (4 neighboring frames on either side of the primary frame) to provide temporal context. The network architectures share details with StyleGAN3 [44], except the differences mentioned in Section 2.3.2. We train for a maximum of 275,000 steps, which takes 6.8 days using one node of 8× 16GB NVIDIA V100 GPUs. The super-res network has 27.2M parameters, and the discriminator network has 24.0M parameters. We use R1 regularization with $\gamma = 1$ for all datasets. We train with the Adam optimizer with generator and discriminator learning rate of 0.003, $\beta_1 = 0$ and $\beta_2 = 0.99$. We use an
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Figure 2.5: Example real frames from training datasets. We introduce first-person datasets of (a) mountain biking and (b) horseback riding videos that contain complex motion and new content over time. We also evaluate on existing datasets of (c) nature drone footage and (d) sky timelapse videos.

exponential moving average of the generator weights with $\beta_{ema} = 0.99985$. We select the checkpoint with best FVD$_{16}$ when evaluated using real low resolution conditioning, and use the same super-resolution network for many low-resolution experiments.

2.6 Datasets

Most of the existing video datasets introduce little or no new content over time. For example, talking head datasets [54–57] show the same person for the duration of each video. UCF101 [58] portrays diverse human actions, but the videos are short and contain limited camera motion and little or no new objects that enter the videos over time.

To best evaluate our model, we introduce two new video datasets of first-person mountain biking and horseback riding (Figure 2.5a,b) that exhibit complex changes over time. Our new datasets include subject motion of the horse or biker, a first-person camera viewpoint that moves through space, and new scenery and objects over time. The videos are available in high definition and were manually trimmed to remove problematic segments, scene cuts, text overlays, obstructed views, etc. The mountain biking dataset has 1202 videos with a median duration of 330 frames at 30 fps, and the horseback dataset has 66 videos with a median duration of 6504 frames also at 30fps. We have permission from the content owners to publicly release the datasets for research purposes. We believe our new datasets will serve as important benchmarks for future work.

We also evaluate our model on the ACID dataset [59] (Figure 2.5c) that contains significant camera motion but lacks other types of motion, as well as the commonly used SkyTimelapse dataset [60] (Figure 2.5d) that exhibits new content over time as the clouds pass by, but the videos are relatively homogeneous and the camera remains fixed.
2.7. DATASET PREPARATION DETAILS

We evaluate our model using two existing datasets, Aerial Coastline Imagery Dataset (ACID) [32] and SkyTimelapse [61], and two new datasets: horseback riding and mountain biking. We center crop videos to the desired aspect ratio if needed (16×9 for all datasets except SkyTimelapse, for which we use a square crop to match prior work), and then resize to the target resolution using the PIL library’s Lanczos resampling method. For the ACID dataset we combine both train and test splits to maximize the amount of training data. For the SkyTimelapse dataset we use only the train split to ensure our model is comparable with prior work.

Figure 2.6 shows histograms of the durations and counts of training videos for all four datasets. Our new datasets both feature longer median clip lengths than the existing datasets. When training our model, we filter ACID and SkyTimelapse datasets for clips with at least 128 frames. We allow the StyleGAN-V baseline to train on all clips with at least 3 frames (the number needed by their method). Both datasets can be obtained from their respective project webpages. ACID: https://infinite-nature.github.io/, and SkyTimelapse: https://sites.google.com/site/whluoimperial/mdgan. The copyright status of both existing datasets is ambiguous, as neither specify a license or details about content ownership. We ensure to attain explicit licenses for our two new datasets below.

2.7.1 Horseback Riding

We introduce a new dataset of first-person horseback riding that we will release to the public for research purposes. The videos were created by Wallace Eventing and examples of the videos can be found on their YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/c/WallaceEventing. We reached out directly and received permission to create a dataset from their videos to use in our research and release as a dataset for non-commercial research purposes. We will release the filtered and processed video frames directly, which
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Horseback riding</th>
<th>Mountain biking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Videos</td>
<td>Total duration</td>
<td># Videos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videos considered</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>27h:29m:42s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videos selected</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>7h:21m:49s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clips extracted</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>4h:01m:41s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: We manually curate horseback riding and mountain biking datasets in two phases: first by selecting source videos containing sufficient first-person footage with stable motion and a consistent camera perspective, and then by extracting clips free from scene changes, text overlays, or other unwanted content. Here we report the number of videos and total duration of video content at each phase of curation.

avoids inconsistent versions of the dataset when videos become unavailable or are processed differently. The dataset will be released under a custom license agreed upon with Wallace Eventing that permits use for non-commercial research purposes but does not allow redistribution of the dataset.

The videos contain first-person helmet camera footage of horseback riding events, with little or no personally identifying information visible. They are high quality (1080p) at 60fps, although we subsample frames to attain 30fps. Statistics of our dataset filtering are presented in Table 2.1. The dataset was sourced from 194 original videos, which we then filtered down to 44 videos with stabilized motion and a consistent camera perspective. We manually extracted 66 clips from the selected videos, cutting out scene changes, text overlays, videos with obstructed views, and the beginnings and ends of videos.

2.7.2 Mountain Biking

We also introduce a new dataset of first-person mountain biking that we will release to the public. The videos were created by Brian Kennedy (BKXC) and examples of the videos can be found on their YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/c/bkxc. We reached out directly and received permission to create a dataset from their videos to use in our research and release as a dataset under a CC BY 4.0 license.

The videos contain first-person mountain biking. There is little personally identifying information visible, although there are occasional other bikers who pass by and whose faces can be seen. The videos are high quality (2160p) at 30fps. This dataset underwent much more extensive filtering and extraction of training clips since the source videos contain many cuts and abrupt changes. See Table 2.1 for statistics of our dataset curation. From 48 source videos we selected 28 videos with ample footage of stable mountain biking, and then manually filtered for contiguous segments of mountain biking that were at least 5 seconds long, resulting in 1202 total clips.
2.8 Results

We evaluate our model through qualitative examination of the generated videos (Section 2.8.1), analyzing color change over time (Section 2.8.2), computing the FVD metric (Section 2.8.3), and ablating the key design choices (Section 2.9.4). We compare with StyleGAN-V [12] on all datasets. Mountain biking, horseback riding and ACID [32] datasets contain videos with a 16×9 widescreen aspect ratio. We train at 256×144 resolution on these datasets to preserve the aspect ratio. Since StyleGAN-V is based on StyleGAN2 [13], we can easily extend it to support non-square aspect ratios by masking real and generated frames during training. We found it necessary to increase the R1 hyperparameter by $10\times$ to produce good results with StyleGAN-V on our new datasets that exhibit complex changes over time. We compare with MoCoGAN-HD [11], TATS [16] and DIGAN [15] using pre-trained models for the SkyTimelapse dataset at $128^2$ resolution. For these comparisons, we train a separate super-resolution network to output the frames at $128^2$ resolution, but use the same low-resolution generator as in the $256^2$ comparison.

2.8.1 Qualitative Results

The major qualitative difference in results is that our model generates realistic new content over time, whereas StyleGAN-V continually repeats the same content. The effect is best observed by watching videos on the project webpage and is additionally illustrated in Figure 2.1. Scenery changes over time in real videos and our results as the horse moves forward through space. However, the videos generated by StyleGAN-V tend to morph back to the same scene at regular intervals. Similar repeated content from StyleGAN-V is apparent on all datasets. For example, results on the webpage for the SkyTimelapse dataset show that clouds generated by StyleGAN-V repeatedly move back and forth. MoCoGAN-HD and TATS suffer from unrealistic rapid changes over time that diverge, and DIGAN results contain periodic patterns visible in both space and time. Our model is capable of generating a constant stream of new clouds.

As a further validation of our observations, we conducted a preliminary user study on Amazon Mechanical Turk (Section 2.8.4). We created 50 pairs of videos for each of the 4 datasets. Each pair contained a random video generated by StyleGAN-V and one generated by our method, and we asked the participants which of them exhibited more realistic motion in a forced-choice response. Each pair was shown to 10 participants, resulting in a total of $50\times4\times10$ responses. Our method was preferred over 80% of the time for every dataset.

2.8.2 Analyzing Color Change Over Time

To gain insight into how well different methods produce new content at appropriate rates, we analyze how the overall color scheme changes as a function of time. We measure color similarity as the intersection between RGB color histograms; this serves as a simple
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Figure 2.7: Color similarity (Eq. 2.1) of real and generated videos as a function of frame separation, reported as the mean (solid lines) and standard deviation (shaded regions) over 1000 random clips. TEST proxy for actual content changes and helps reveal the biases of different models. Let $H(x, i)$ denote a 3D color histogram function that computes the value of histogram bin $i \in [1, \ldots, N^3]$ for the given image $x$, normalized so that $\sum_i H(x, i) = 1$. Given video clip $x = \{x_t\}$ and frame separation $t$, we define the color similarity as

$$S(x, t) = \sum_i \min(H(x_0, i), H(x_t, i)),$$

(2.1)

where $S(x, t) = 1$ indicates that the color histograms are identical between $x_0$ and $x_t$. In practice, we set $N = 20$ and report the mean and standard deviation of $S(\cdot, t)$, measured on 1000 random video clips containing 128 frames each.

Figure 2.7 shows $S(\cdot, t)$ as a function of $t$ for real and generated videos on each dataset. The curves trend downward over time for real videos as content and scenery gradually change. StyleGAN-V and DIGAN are biased toward colors changing too slowly — both of these models include a global latent code that is fixed over the entire video. On the other extreme, MoCoGAN-HD and TATS are biased toward colors changing too quickly. These models use recurrent and autoregressive networks, respectively, both of which suffer from accumulating errors. Our model closely matches the shape of the target curve, indicating that colors in our generated videos change at appropriate rates.

Color change is a crude approximation of the complex changes over time in videos. In Section 2.9.2 we also consider LPIPS [62] perceptual distance instead of color similarly and observe the same trends in most cases.

2.8.3 Fréchet Video Distance (FVD)

The commonly used Fréchet video distance (FVD) [63] attempts to measure similarity between real and generated video distributions. We find that FVD is sensitive to the realism of individual frames and motion over short segments, but that it does not capture long-term realism. For example, FVD is essentially blind to unrealistic repetition of content over time, which is prominent in StyleGAN-V videos on all of our datasets. We
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Biking</th>
<th>Horseback</th>
<th>ACID</th>
<th>Sky 256²</th>
<th></th>
<th>Sky 128²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FVD₁₂₈</td>
<td>FVD₁₆</td>
<td>FVD₁₂₈</td>
<td>FVD₁₆</td>
<td>FVD₁₂₈</td>
<td>FVD₁₆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StyleGAN-V with 10x R1 γ</td>
<td>533.3</td>
<td>353.7</td>
<td>427.0</td>
<td>319.2</td>
<td>112.4</td>
<td>91.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>113.7</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>113.5</td>
<td>166.6</td>
<td>127.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: We compute FVD on segments of 128 and 16 frames (FVD₁₂₈ and FVD₁₆ respectively), where lower is better. **Left:** Our model outperforms StyleGAN-V on horseback riding and mountain biking datasets – both of which contain complex motion and new content over time. Our model underperforms StyleGAN-V on ACID and SkyTimelapse despite qualitative improvements and favorable user study ratings in Section 2.8.1. **Right:** Our model outperforms MoCoGAN-HD, TATS and DIGAN baselines on SkyTimelapse at 128² resolution on FVD₁₂₈.

found FVD to be most useful in ablations, i.e., when comparing slightly different variants of the same architecture.

FVD [63] computes the Wasserstein-2 distance [64] between sets of real and generated features extracted from a pre-trained I3D action classification model [65]. Skorokhodov et al. [12] note that FVD is highly sensitive to small implementation differences, down to the level of image compression settings, and that the reported results are not necessarily comparable between papers (Appendix C in [12]). We report all FVD results using consistent evaluation protocol, ensuring apples-to-apples comparison. We separately measure FVD using 128- and 16-frame segments, denoted by FVD₁₂₈ and FVD₁₆, and sample 2048 random segments from both the dataset and generator in each case.

Table 2.2 (left) reports FVD on all datasets for StyleGAN-V and our model. We outperform StyleGAN-V on horseback riding and mountain biking datasets that contain more complex changes over time, but underperform on ACID and slightly underperform on SkyTimelapse in terms of FVD₁₂₈. However, this underperformance strongly disagrees with the conclusions from the qualitative user study in Section 2.8.4. We believe this discrepancy comes from StyleGAN-V producing better individual frames, and possibly better small-scale motion, but falling seriously short in recreating believable long-term realism – and the FVD being sensitive primarily to the former aspects. Table 2.2 (right) reports FVD metrics on MoCoGAN-HD, TATS, DIGAN and our model for SkyTimelapse at 128²; we outperform all baselines in terms of FVD₁₂₈ on this comparison.

2.8.4 User Study on Video Quality

We conducted a user study on Amazon Mechanical Turk to gauge realism of motion generated by our method in comparison to StyleGAN-V. While the user study is on a relatively small scale and does not measure all aspects of video quality, it provides an important signal about realism that is not captured by FVD. FVD does not favor our method on all datasets, but we observe a substantial qualitative improvement regarding generation
of motion and introduction of new content over time. The user study shows preference for videos generated by our method on all datasets, corroborating this observation.

For our user study we create 50 pairs of videos for each of the four datasets, where each pair has one random video from our method and one random video from StyleGAN-V. We instruct participants to select the favorable video in a forced-choice response: “Pick the video that is MORE realistic. For each comparison, you will be presented two videos. Please click each video to view it. Please pick the video that contains more realistic motions.” See Figure 2.8 for a screenshot of instructions provided to participants and Table 2.3 for the portion of responses that favor our method compared to StyleGAN-V. Our method was preferred over 80% of the time for every dataset.

Each video pair was shown to 10 participants resulting in 500 responses per dataset. Each participant gave responses for 5 different video pairs. We select workers who have a past approval rating over 95% and who have completed over 1000 jobs. Our user study uses participants to complete a labeling task to measure video realism; humans are not the subjects and we do not study the participants themselves. Based on the average completion time, the hourly wage per participant ranged from $6 to $9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mountain biking</th>
<th>Horseback riding</th>
<th>ACID</th>
<th>SkyTimelapse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>StyleGAN-V</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
<td>19.4%</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>83.6%</td>
<td>86.6%</td>
<td>80.6%</td>
<td>81.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Percent of responses that label motions more realistic in videos generated with our method compared with StyleGAN-V in a forced-choice user study with 500 responses per dataset.

![Figure 2.8: Screenshot of instructions provided to user study participants.](image-url)
2.9 Additional Results

Figure 2.9: **Top:** Our mountain biking dataset exhibits complex motions and changes to the environment, such as transitioning between open areas and areas with tree coverage. **Middle:** StyleGAN-V is incapable of generating new content over time and the biker fails to move forward. **Bottom:** Our video generation method produces realistic motion and scenery changes. Over a 10s interval, the biker transitions out of the woods — a natural occurrence when mountain biking.

2.9.1 Additional Qualitative Results

See Figures 2.9, 2.10, 2.11, 2.12 for qualitative results of our videos compared with baseline methods. Please also see the project webpage to watch the same videos, as well as watch grids of randomly sampled videos for each dataset and method. In all videos, StyleGAN-V [12] fails to generate new content as the video progresses, and instead repeats the same content (e.g., clouds moving back and forth for the SkyTimelapse dataset).
### 2.9. ADDITIONAL RESULTS

**Figure 2.10:** **Top:** ACID [32] contains nature drone footage with large gradual changes in camera viewpoint. **Middle:** StyleGAN-V produces videos with pulsating camera motion, unable to create the illusion of a smooth camera trajectory. **Bottom:** Our model implicitly learns to generate changes in camera viewpoint over smooth trajectories, such as rotating while moving forward in 3D space.

**Figure 2.11:** **Top:** SkyTimelapse [61] (256² resolution) includes timelapse videos with a stream of new clouds and weather conditions. **Middle:** StyleGAN-V moves the same clouds back and forth. For example, compare the clouds at 1s, 2s and 5s marks: the clouds change between 1s and 2s, but then return back to the same clouds at 5s. **Bottom:** Our model generates new clouds over time.
2.9. ADDITIONAL RESULTS

Figure 2.12: SkyTimelapse [61] (128² resolution). Real video omitted. **Top:** MoCoGAN-HD [10] is based on a recurrent network in latent space of a pretrained StyleGAN2 [13] model. It produces a realistic initial frame, but the video quickly explodes over a long duration. **2nd:** TATS [16] employs an autoregressive transformer to generate videos. While short segments produce plausible frames, videos change far too rapidly. **3rd:** DIGAN [15] uses an implicit representation to generate videos pixel by pixel. Strong periodic patterns are visible in space and time. **Bottom:** Our model generates videos that are consistent over time.
### 2.9. ADDITIONAL RESULTS

#### 2.9.2 Analyzing Change Over Time in Feature Spaces

In Section 2.8.2, we measure color similarity at increasing frame spacings for different datasets and methods to uncover bias in how much change occurs over time. Intersection of color histograms (Equation 1) is a simple proxy for change over time, and is entirely agnostic to spatial patterns. It is reasonable to also consider other distance functions, such as perceptual similarity metrics [62,66]. In Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14 we show the LPIPS [62] metric based on AlexNet [67] and VGGNet [68] features respectively. (Note the opposite direction of change compared to Figure 2.7: color similarity decreases over time, whereas feature distance increases over time.)

In most cases, we observe the same trend as for color similarity — StyleGAN-V changes too slowly in horseback, ACID and SkyTimelapse, and our method does a relatively better job at matching the rate of change in real videos. The mountain biking dataset shows a different trend for perceptual similarity, where both our method and StyleGAN-V curves are shifted too high (too much change), and StyleGAN-V is closer to the dataset curve. One caveat of this use of perceptual metrics is that, even ignoring the temporal aspect, we observe substantial distributional shift of pretrained features between generated and real
frames (e.g., penultimate VGG features for both our model and StyleGAN-V have over 30% larger magnitudes than for real frames on the biking dataset). It is thus unclear to what extent the difference in curves between real and generated videos is due to different rates of change over time or the distributional shift independent of change over time.

We favor the color similarity measure as the simplest approximation for how quickly things change over time, and acknowledge that it is not intended as a standalone metric but a probe into the biases of videos generated with different methods.

### 2.9.3 Image Quality Tradeoff

In practice, there exists a tradeoff between per-frame image quality and the quality of motion and change over time. At one extreme, an image generator is optimized specifically for image quality. Image generators produce very high quality images, but have no inherent ability to produce realistic videos. Many video generation models prioritize frame quality, whereas our model prioritizes accurate changes over long durations. FVD$_{128}$ and FVD$_{16}$ metrics [63] measure unknown combinations of spatial and temporal patterns, and while they provide a useful signal, it is not clear where these metrics fall in terms of favoring per-frame image quality or accurate temporal changes.

We analyze color similarity over time in Section 2.8.2. Color similarity between frames is agnostic to spatial patterns, and provides insight on the rate of change over time in isolation from per-frame image quality. To gain a holistic picture of the priorities of our model, we also compute a per-frame image quality metric, video-balanced Fréchet inception distance (FID$_V$), which we describe below and report in Table 2.4. StyleGAN-V outperforms our model on three of the four datasets in terms of FID$_V$. This tradeoff is expected, since StyleGAN-V is heavily based on the StyleGAN2 [13] image generator. It produces high image quality but is unable to model complex motions or changes over time, whereas our model prioritizes the time axis.

Assessing quality of generated videos is multifaceted, and we believe all of the evaluation we provide — qualitative results, user study, color change over time, FVD, and FID — help expose gaps in the abilities of existing methods and the strengths and weaknesses of our new model.

**Video-balanced Fréchet inception distance (FID$_V$)**

To correctly measure per-frame image quality, it is important to balance the computation of FID [69] such that very long videos in the dataset do not overpower results. (This is particularly important for the SkyTimelapse [61] dataset, which has an outlier video that is extremely long.) Skorokhodov et al. [12] point out that it is undesirable for these very long videos to bias training or computing FVD [63], and the same is true for computing FID [69] per-frame on video data.

To correctly balance FID to value each training video equally, we weight calculation of the covariance and mean by the inverse of the number of frames in each clip when
Table 2.4: Video-balanced Fréchet inception distance (FID\textsubscript{V}) measures per-frame image quality, where lower is better. While our emphasis is the time axis, we report image quality to gain insight on the priorities of StyleGAN-V and our model. StyleGAN-V outperforms our model in terms of per-frame image quality on three of the four datasets, which aligns with StyleGAN-V’s focus on image quality and our focus on accurate change over time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mountain biking</th>
<th>Horseback riding</th>
<th>ACID</th>
<th>SkyTimelapse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>StyleGAN-V</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with 10× R1γ</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.5: (a) Our model learns to generate realistic long videos by training on long videos; decreasing the sequence length used during training is consistently harmful. (b) The footprint of the temporal lowpass filters plays an important role in producing inputs to the low-resolution mapping network at appropriate temporal frequencies; changing the footprint by an order of magnitude hurts performance.

(a) Ablation of training sequence length  
(b) Ablation of temporal lowpass footprint

measuring the Wasserstein-2 distance [64] between sets of features. This has the effect of valuing each video equally, while still including contribution from all frames, which is important when there are a small number of long videos such as in our horseback riding dataset. A similar strategy to weight covariance and mean when computing FID is used by Kynkäänniemi et al. [70] to analyze the effect of balancing object class occurrences. When computing statistics for generated frames, we sample 50,000 videos of length 1 frame (at \( t = 0 \) for StyleGAN-V).

2.9.4 Ablations

Training on long videos improves generation of long videos. Observing long videos during training helps our model learn long-term consistency, which is illustrated in Table 2.5a that ablates the sequence length used during training of the low-resolution generator. We found that the benefits of training with long videos only became evident after designing a generator architecture with appropriate temporal receptive field to utilize the rich training signal. Note that even though we ablate aspects of the low-resolution generator, we still compute FVD using the final high-resolution videos produced by the super-resolution network.
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2.9.5 Failure Cases

Separate low- and super-resolution networks makes the problem computationally feasible, but it may somewhat compromise the quality of the final high-resolution frames. We observed that “swirly” artifacts are most prominent in the super-resolution output and not in the low-resolution output. Our model also struggles with long-term consistency of small details (e.g., distant jumps in generated horseback riding videos) that begin to appear before quickly fading out. We believe these issues are due to limitations of our super-resolution network, and that improving the super-resolution network would benefit
the model in this regard. Another failure case we observed is difficulty preserving 3D consistency for scenes with very little motion, such as in the ACID dataset. In cases where there is little motion, one may consider using an explicit 3D representation.

2.10 Conclusions

Video generation has historically focused on relatively short clips with little new content over time. We consider longer videos with complex temporal changes, and uncover several open questions and video generation practices worth reassessing — the temporal latent representation and generator architecture, the training sequence length and recipes for using long videos, and the right evaluation metrics for long-term dynamics.

We have shown that representations over many time scales serve as useful building blocks for modeling complex motions and the introduction of new content over time. We feel that the form of the latent space most suitable for video remains an open, almost philosophical question, leaving a large design space to explore. For example, what is the right latent representation to model persistent objects that exit from a video and re-enter later in the video while maintaining a consistent identity?

The benefits we find from training on longer sequences open up further questions. Would video generation benefit from even longer training sequences? Currently we train using segments of adjacent frames, but it might be beneficial to use larger frame spacings to cover longer time spans.

Quantitative evaluation of the results continues to be challenging. As we observed, FVD goes only a part of the way, being essentially blind to repetitive, even very implausible results. Our tests with how the colors and LPIPS distance change as a function of time partially bridge this gap, but we feel that this area deserves a thorough, targeted investigation of its own. We hope our work encourages further research into video generation that focuses on more complex and longer-term changes over time.

Negative societal impacts Our work falls within data-driven generative modeling, which, as a field, has well known potential for misuse with increasing quality improvements. The training of video generators is even more intensive computationally than training still image generators, increasing energy usage. Our project consumed 300MWh on an in-house cluster of V100 and A100 GPUs.
Chapter 3
Hallucinating Pose-Compatible Scenes

3.1 Introduction

Human pose can reveal a lot about a scene. For example, mime artists\(^1\) invoke vivid scenes in a viewer’s mind through pose and movement alone, despite performing on a bare stage. The viewer is able to imagine the invisible objects and scene elements because of the strong relationship between human poses and scenes learned through a lifetime of daily observations.

Psychologists have long been interested in understanding this symbiotic relationship between human and scene [72, 73]. J.J. Gibson proposed the notion of *affordances* [72], which can be described as “opportunities for interactions” furnished by the environment. In computer vision, affordances have been used to provide a functional description of the scene. Given an image, a number of approaches try to predict likely human poses these scenes afford [74–77].

This work considers the opposite problem: given a human pose as input, the goal is to hallucinate scene(s) that are compatible with that pose. Consider Figure 3.1. A push-up pose (top) places severe constraints on the space of compatible scenes: they must not only be semantically compatible (e.g., gym, exercise room), but also have compatible spatial affordances (enough floor space or appropriate equipment). Objects in the scene can afford interaction with the human (e.g., squishing down an exercise ball). Other poses might not appear as constraining, but even a simple standing pose (bottom) — head looking down, hands reaching in, legs occluded — is actually a strong indicator of a cooking scene, and signals that an object (e.g., countertop) must be occluding the legs.

\(^1\)For those unfamiliar with mime artists, here is a wonderful example performance: [https://youtu.be/FPMBV3rd_hI](https://youtu.be/FPMBV3rd_hI)
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Input poses  Sample output scenes

Figure 3.1: Given a human pose as input, the task presented in this chapter is to hallucinate scene(s) that are compatible with that pose. Our model can generate isolated scenes as well as scenes containing humans.

Rather than explicitly model scene affordances and contextual compatibility, we employ a modern large-scale generative model (based on a souped-up StyleGAN2 [13] architecture) to discover these relationships implicitly, from data. While GANs have performed well at capturing disentangled visual models in specialized scenarios (e.g., faces, churches, categories from ImageNet [78]), they have not been demonstrated in situ, on complex, real-world data across varying environments.

We curate a massive meta-dataset of humans interacting with everyday environments, containing over 19 million frames. The complexity and scale of data is much higher than common GAN datasets, such as FFHQ [14] (70,000 face images) and ImageNet [78] (1.3M object images). With an appropriate pose conditioning mechanism, increased model capacity, and removal of style mixing, we are able to successfully train a pose-conditioned GAN on this highly complex data. Our model and meta-dataset mark substantial progress leveraging GANs in real-world settings containing humans and diverse environments. Through numerous visual experiments, we demonstrate our model’s emergent ability to capture affordances and contextual relationships between poses and scenes.

See our webpage\(^2\) for our supplemental video and code release.

\(^2\)https://www.timothybrooks.com/tech/hallucinating-scenes
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3.2 Related Work

Scene and object affordances. Affordances [72] describe the possible uses of a given object or environment. A significant body of work learns scene affordances, such as where a person can stand or sit, from observing data of humans [74–76, 79–84]. Overlapping areas of work focus on human interactions with objects [85–89] or synthesize human pose conditioned on an input scene [90–92]. We propose the reverse task of hallucinating a scene conditioned on pose.

Pose-conditioned human synthesis. There are a plethora of methods that take a source image (or video) of a human plus a new pose and generate an image of the human in the new pose [93–99]. Although we too condition on pose, our goals are almost entirely opposite: we aim to generate novel scenes compatible with a given pose, whereas the above methods reuse the scene from the source image/video and only focus on reposing within that provided scene.

GANs for image synthesis. Introduced by Goodfellow et al. [4] a generative adversarial network (GAN) is an implicit generative model that learns to synthesize data samples by optimizing a minimax objective. The generator is tasked with fooling a discriminator, and the discriminator is tasked with differentiating real and generated samples. Modern GANs are capable of producing high quality images [13, 14, 36, 100]. Image translation [96, 101] utilizes conditional GANs [102] to translate from one domain to another. While our task is pose-conditional scene generation, we leverage benefits of modern unconditional GANs [13].

Visual disentanglement. Disentanglement methods attempt to separate out independent controllable attributes of images. This can be achieved with unsupervised methods [14, 103–105], or an auxiliary signal [106, 107]. Components of image samples can be added, removed and composed using pretrained GANs [108, 109]. Recent work has applied similar strategies to image translation models to compose style and content from different images [110]. The most related to us is the work of Ma et al. [111], who synthesize images of people, while independently controlling foreground, background, and pose. However, the focus is on generating humans in very tightly cropped images with simple backgrounds, rather than generating scenes with appropriate affordances. Many disentanglement methods assume all images or image attributes can be combined with all others [14, 103–107, 110, 111]. In this work, we seek disentangled representations of pose, human appearance and scene, yet it is essential our model understand which scenes can or cannot be composed with which poses.

Contextual relationships. Many works leverage contextual relationships among objects and scenes [73] to improve vision models such as object recognition and semantic
Figure 3.2: Dataset comparison. (a) The largest human-centric video dataset with ground truth poses uses a fixed background, missing scene interactions. (b) Action recognition datasets include scenes, but contain videos without people or of close-up content. (c) Our dataset is a massive curation of humans in scenes.

segmentation [112–115]. Divvala et al. [114] explicitly enumerate (Table 1) a taxonomy of possible contextual information. In this chapter we are specifically interested in contextual relationships between humans and their environments, and aim to recover them implicitly, from data.

3.3 Humans in Context Dataset

To study the rich relationship between scenes and human poses requires large-scale data of people interacting with many different environments. Internet videos are a natural source, containing vast data of daily human activities. Unfortunately, large-scale action recognition datasets [117–119] include substantial content without humans, as well as close-up footage not of scenes. Most existing human-centric datasets are insufficiently small [120,121], narrow in scene type [122,123], or captured on a fixed background [116].

We therefore curate a meta-dataset of 229,595 video clips, each containing a single person in a scene, sourced from 10 existing human and action recognition video datasets [117–126], and supplemented with pseudo-ground truth pose obtained using OpenPose [127,128]. Video offers a massive source of real-world data, and ensures all poses of human activity are represented, rather than only poses photographers choose to capture in still images.

Videos are extensively filtered for quality, ensuring satisfactory framerate, bitrate and resolution. 1,509,032 videos (75% of source videos) pass quality filtering. Frames are then filtered with pretrained Keypoint R-CNN [129,130] person detection and OpenPose [127,128] keypoint prediction models. The final dataset only includes clips of at least 30 frames where Keypoint R-CNN detects a single person and OpenPose predicts sufficient keypoints. This results in 19,503,700 frames (7.8% of high quality frames), with each clip averaging 85 frames long. While we train on images, we split data into partitions based on video clips, reserving 12,800 clips for testing and the remaining 216,795 for training.
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Table 3.1: **Humans in Context source data.** Our dataset consists of video clips filtered from 10 existing human and action recognition datasets. High quality clips have sufficient bitrate, framerate and resolution. Person clips are those where pretrained person detection and pose prediction networks assert that a single person is present. In total we curate 229,595 clips and 19,503,700 frames.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th># Video Clips</th>
<th># Frames</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source</td>
<td>High Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVU [118]</td>
<td>566,489</td>
<td>353,174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moments [119]</td>
<td>757,804</td>
<td>653,368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charades [120]</td>
<td>9,848</td>
<td>7,319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InstaVariety [124]</td>
<td>2,545</td>
<td>2,449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oops [125]</td>
<td>29,940</td>
<td>27,953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPII [121]</td>
<td>24,987</td>
<td>24,980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLOG-people [122]</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PennAction [123]</td>
<td>2,326</td>
<td>2,221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube-VOS [126]</td>
<td>4,519</td>
<td>4,511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,019,240</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,509,032</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3.1 Dataset Curation and Preprocessing Details

Our dataset contains diverse footage of humans immersed in everyday environments. Each image is supplemented with pseudo-ground truth human pose attained using Open-Pose [127,128]. The data is sourced from 10 existing human and action recognition datasets, with the numbers of clips and frames from each source dataset detailed in Table 3.1. Video footage provides a vast source of diverse human activity, and ensures all poses are represented, rather than only human poses photographers choose to capture in still images. For the MPII [121] dataset, which is primarily a still image dataset, we use short video clips of the frames preceding and following each image.

Each dataset contains unique biases, and combining data sources is less subject to the bias of any particular dataset. Different datasets also offer different types of scenes. For example, Moments [119] includes classes absent from HVU [118], and Oops [125] contains uncommon accidental actions. The number of useful examples from each source was only evident after extensive curation. Video offers a massive source of real-world data, and ensures all poses of human activity are represented, rather than only human poses photographers choose to capture in still images.

We filter out videos where either dimension is shorter than 256 pixels, and we resize remaining videos using Lanczos resampling [132] such that the smaller edge is exactly 256 pixels. We exclude videos with an average bitrate below 0.9 bits per pixel, or with a framerate that does not fall between (and cannot be subsempled to fall between) 23.9
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fps and 30 fps. Videos are truncated to 3000 frames. Source datasets which provide pre-extracted frames only undergo quality filtering by spatial resolution.

Frames are then filtered to contain a single person using pretrained Keypoint R-CNN [129, 130] person detection. Person bounding boxes are detected for each frame, with a minimum accuracy of 95%, a minimum bounding box area of 1% of the total frame area, and non-maximum suppression of overlapping bounding boxes with an intersection over union greater than 0.3. With these thresholds, any frame with more than a single person detected is removed. Stricter thresholds are then applied to the remaining frames with a single person bounding box: a minimum accuracy of 98%, a minimum bounding box area of 4% of the total frame area, and a maximum bounding box area of 80% of the total frame area. These thresholds ensure with high accuracy that there is a single person present in the frame at a reasonable size. Frames are then cropped to a $256 \times 256$ resolution toward the average bounding box center for each contiguous segment of frames.

Pseudo-ground truth pose labels are computed for each frame using OpenPose [127, 128] keypoint prediction. We use the single-scale OpenPose version to compute 18 body keypoints. Similar to person detection, we use a relaxed total score threshold of 2.5 when filtering for multiple people, and a strict total score threshold of 10.0 when ensuring there is a single person. Each individual keypoint has a score threshold of 0.3, and keypoints below this threshold are marked as not visible in the frame. To avoid frames of just legs or torso, we only include frames where the keypoint at the base of the neck is visible, and where a total of at least 8 of 14 keypoints (excluding eyes and ears) are visible.

The final dataset only includes clips of at least 30 adjacent frames where each frame passed filtering. Note that multiple clips may be sourced from the same video, and that duplicate videos from different source datasets are possible.

### 3.3.2 Dataset Licenses

The HVU dataset [118] is released for non-commercial research and educational purposes only, and was attained directly from the dataset authors. The Moments in Time [119] dataset is released for non-commercial research and educational purposes, and was attained from the dataset project website. The Kinetics dataset [117, 131] is licensed by Google Inc. under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, and videos were downloaded directly from YouTube. The Charades dataset [120] is released under a non-commercial license detailed here: [https://prior.allenai.org/projects/data/charades/license.txt](https://prior.allenai.org/projects/data/charades/license.txt); data was downloaded from the project webpage. The InstaVariety dataset [124] is released for non-commercial academic use, and was attained directly from the dataset authors. TheOops dataset [125] is released under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License, and was downloaded from the project webpage. The MPII [121] dataset is released under the Simplified BSD License detailed here: [https://github.com/peiyunh/rg-mpii/blob/master/data/mpi human/annotation/bsd.txt](https://github.com/peiyunh/rg-mpii/blob/master/data/mpi human/annotation/bsd.txt); data was downloaded from the project webpage.
### 3.4. POSE-COMPATIBLE SCENE GAN

We design a conditional GAN [4,102] to produce scenes compatible with human pose. Our network architectures are based on StyleGAN2 [13] and are depicted in Figure 3.3. Generating high quality pose-compatible scenes arises from simple yet important modifications: dual pose conditioning, removal of style mixing, and large-scale training. Our model can produce isolated scene images without any human by zeroing out keypoint heatmaps when generating images.

#### 3.4.1 Dual Pose Conditioning

The conditional generator $G$ and discriminator $D$ both utilize input pose via two mechanisms: keypoint heatmap conditioning, which specifies spatial placement of a human subject, and pose latent conditioning, which infers compatible scenes. To succeed at our task, humans must be positioned correctly and generated scenes must be compatible. Dual pose conditioning drives strong performance in both respects, and outperforms conditioning on either alone in our ablation experiment (Table 3.4). Furthermore, dual...
pose conditioning disentangles control of scene and human pose. We leverage these separate controls for numerous applications: generating scenes without humans, visualizing incompatible scenes and poses, placing a person in a new scene, and animating pose.

**Keypoint heatmaps.** Let pose $p = (p_1, ..., p_K)$ denote 2D locations of the $K = 18$ human keypoints detected by OpenPose [128], and let $v = (v_1, ..., v_K)$ indicate visibility of each keypoint. Following the works of [94,95,97], our keypoint heatmaps $H(p)$ consist of radial basis function kernels centered at each keypoint. For heatmap $k \in \{1, ..., K\}$, the intensity at location $q$ is given by Equation 3.1. We concatenate heatmaps at each scale of the generator, and at the input of the discriminator. We set $\sigma^2 = \max(0.5, 0.005R^2)$ where $R$ is the spatial resolution of the heatmaps. After training, we generate images of scenes without humans by simply zeroing out all keypoint heatmaps.

$$H_{k,q}(p) = \begin{cases} \exp\left(-\frac{\|q-p_k\|^2}{2\sigma^2}\right) & \text{if } v_k = 1 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (3.1)$$

**Pose latent conditioning.** To generate compatible scenes, we condition scene latent codes on the input pose. Akin to intermediate latents in StyleGAN2 [13], the scene latent code $w$ controls generation by modulating convolutional weights. To condition the latent code, pose locations and visibility are flattened and mapped to a 512-dimensional input via a learned linear projection. A noise sample $z \sim Z$ is concatenated with the input vector and passed through a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) $f_G$ to produce a scene latent code $w \in \mathcal{W}$. Multiple plausible scenes can be generated by sampling different noise vectors $z$ for the same pose. The discriminator learns a separate linear projection and MLP $f_D$.

### 3.4.2 Removal of Style Mixing

Style mixing regularization [14,110] encourages disentanglement by randomly mixing intermediate latent codes during training. The technique assumes image attributes at each layer are compatible with all other image attributes (e.g. any face could have any color hair). This assumption is not true when composing scenes and humans, which we visually demonstrate through the incompatible scenes and poses in Figure 3.8. This motivates removing style mixing regularization during training, which improves results in our ablation experiments (Table 3.3).

### 3.4.3 Large-scale GAN Training

Typical datasets used with StyleGAN2 (e.g. faces, bedrooms, churches [133,134]) are relatively homogeneous. Increasing model capacity is a natural extension given the diversity and complexity of scene images in our dataset. We find that increasing the channel
width of convolutional layers by $2\times$ significantly improves our model (see ablation in Table 3.3). Following prior work in scaling GANs [100], we also increase minibatch size (from 40 to 120). Concurrent work [135,136] also explores scaling StyleGAN, and proposes strategies such as self-filtering the training dataset [135], progressive growing and leveraging pretrained classifiers [136].

3.5 Model Implementation Details

We train all models at 128 $\times$ 128 resolution. Many aspects of our model are borrowed directly from StyleGAN2 [13], including non-saturating logistic loss [4], equalized learning rates for all parameters [36], $R_1$ regularization [50], path length regularization [13], and exponential moving average of generator parameters [36].

We use a learning rate of $2.5 \times 10^{-3}$, an exponential moving average rate of $\beta = 0.995$, a moving average warmup of 150,000 steps, and $R_1$ regularization strength of $\gamma = 0.05$. We remove spatial noise maps to isolate control over the scene to the latent code. We also remove style mixing regularization during training. Our final model was trained with a minibatch size of 120 on 10 $\times$ NVIDIA Quadro RTX GPUs, and for 1,000,000 steps. Our ablations trained for 1 week, and we let the final large model continue for 3 weeks. The large generator has 85.4M parameters and discriminator has 98.2M. Ablations and the Pix2PixHD baseline were trained with a batch size of 40 on 5 $\times$ NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 GPUs for 600,000 iterations. Multiple checkpoints were saved throughout training, and the checkpoint with the lowest FID score was used for all evaluation. The Pix2Pix baseline was trained for 10,000,000 iterations with a batch size of 40 on 5 $\times$ NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 GPUs.

Code used from the public implementation of StyleGAN2-Ada is released under the NVIDIA code license found here: https://github.com/NVlabs/stylegan2-ada/blob/main/LICENSE.txt. Code used to run the Pix2Pix baseline is released under the BSD License license found here: https://github.com/junyanz/pytorch-CycleGAN-and-pix2pix/blob/master/LICENSE.

3.5.1 Data Augmentation

Data augmentation of both generated and real images just prior to the discriminator can improve robustness and prevent the discriminator from overfitting to the train dataset [137,138]. Our augmentation parameters are largely based on [138]. Brightness is augmented by randomly offsetting intensity by a value uniformly sampled from $-25\%$ to $+25\%$. Saturation is augmented by interpolating red, green and blue channels toward or away from the mean of all three at each pixel, with interpolation weights uniformly sampled from 0.0 to 2.0. Contrast is augmented by interpolating color values toward or away from the mean of all color values in an entire frame sequence, with interpolation weights uniformly sampled from 0.5 to 1.5. Horizontal flipping is applied with a 50$\%$ chance to all
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Figure 3.4: **Data augmentation.** We apply random spatial, cutout and color augmentations to frames and poses just prior to the discriminator network. Each pair above shows the original frame and pose on the left and the augmented output on the right.

![Data Augmentation Examples](image)

(a) Real  
(b) Generated  
(c) Mismatched

Figure 3.5: **Mismatch discrimination.** The discriminator must classify (a) a real image and pose as real, (b) a generated frame and conditional pose as fake, and (c) a real frame and mismatched pose as fake.

frames and poses in a sequence. Frames are scaled by a factor uniformly sampled from 0.8 to 1.25 and translated by an offset sampled uniformly from $-12.5\%$ to $+12.5\%$. A random cutout, half the size of each dimension and randomly placed, is erased from each frame. Spatial transformations applied to frames are also applied to poses so that the frames and poses still correspond correctly. We briefly experimented with dropout augmentation of pose, but did not find it helpful. See Figure 3.4 for examples of our data augmentation.

3.5.2 Mismatch Discrimination

We force the discriminator to pay attention to pose conditioning by providing a mismatched real image with the incorrect pose conditioning as an additional fake example. For the mismatched fake example, the pose embedding and keypoint heatmaps both take pose from another sample in the minibatch. This training method was first introduced in text-to-image generation [139] but has not been widely used in the image or video translation literature; we found training with mismatch discrimination provides a slight improvement, forcing the discriminator to use conditioning.
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Figure 3.6: Success cases. Our model learns complex scene-pose relationships. For each input pose, we show many hallucinated scenes, with and without a human. Diverse outputs include a person paddling a kayak (B), lifting a barbell in their hand (E), and playing the drums (K). Our model provides insight into scenes with related affordances: in the same pose, a person may climb in an indoor gym or on a snowy ledge (D); a person can ride a horse, ride a bicycle, or ride a tractor (J). See (I) for the world’s first AI-generated image of a person cleaning a toilet.
3.6 Experiments

Our model hallucinates diverse, high quality images of scenes compatible with input pose. We generate scenes in isolation as well as scenes containing humans, and analyze our model through several visual experiments. Generating scene images is challenging due to the high complexity of data, and our model outperforms Pix2Pix/Pix2PixHD \([101,140]\) and pose-conditioned StyleGAN2 \([13]\) baselines in terms of image quality and accurate human placement. We present characteristic success and failure results in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 respectively. See Section ?? for uncurated random samples from our model.

![Figure 3.7: Failure cases. Causes for failure include: partially generating objects, such as a bike (A); poor overall image quality (B); missing limbs without proper occluders (C); difficulty placing objects, such as a golf club, in a person’s hands (D); difficulty hallucinating an object on which to sit (E); overly repetitive textures (F); infeasible scenes, such as walking on water (G); and leaving behind a partial human when hallucinating the scene in isolation (H).](image)

3.6.1 Not All Scenes and Poses Are Compatible

It is essential that we model which scenes are compatible with which poses. A person cannot do a push-up in the middle of a horse, ride atop a kitchen countertop, or be occluded by thin air. These scenarios sound obviously false, yet could occur if the scene and human pose are incompatible. We visualize images generated with correctly and incorrectly paired scenes and poses in Figure 3.8.

These examples of incompatible scenes and poses highlight an important difference between our scene data and other datasets commonly used for GAN training, such as cropped faces in the CelebA \([133]\) and FFHQ \([14]\) datasets. Any face can be given glasses, longer or shorter hair, or a darker or lighter skin tone and still remain a feasible image. This enables global disentanglement of attributes, and applications like style mixing, which combines different intermediate latent codes of any two samples (see Figure 3 of the original StyleGAN paper \([14]\) for a wonderful example). The assumption of compatibility between all attribute pairs no longer holds for data of scenes with humans, which motivates conditioning scene latent codes on pose. Relatedly, we find that removing style mixing from training significantly improves performance (Table 3.3).
Figure 3.8: A central theme of this work is that scenes must be compatible with human poses to produce realistic images — here we visualize what happens when scenes and poses are not compatible. Correctly paired images are shown in blue on the diagonal — a person doing a pushup in a gym, riding a horse, cooking in a kitchen, and a baby leaning on a table. These exemplify interesting relationships between human pose and scene learned by our model. Other images mix scene latent codes with keypoint heatmaps from the wrong pose, often producing unrealistic images. Generating pose-compatible scenes is essential to avoid these incorrect pairings.
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(a) Scenes generated with a full-body input pose.

(b) Scenes generated from the same input pose with legs not visible.

Figure 3.9: (a) A full-body input pose and corresponding scenes. (b) When the legs from an otherwise identical pose are hidden, our model hallucinates scenes with foreground objects, such as a drum kit or table, to occlude the missing legs.

3.6.2 Scene Occlusion Reasoning

Portions of a human pose may be occluded by foreground objects, such as pieces of furniture. Provided a partially visible human pose, our model hallucinates scenes with foreground objects to occlude portions of the pose not visible. Figure 3.9a shows an example full-body pose and output scenes. When the legs are not visible in the input pose in Figure 3.9b, our model produces scenes with occluders blocking the legs, demonstrating its emergent ability to reason about occlusions.

3.6.3 Human Appearance and Scene Disentanglement

Section 3.6.1 demonstrates why complete separation of pose and scene is undesirable. We can, however, disentangle human appearance from scene when both are conditioned on the same pose, as shown in Figure 3.10. We accomplish this by optimizing for a latent code which produces a scene matching one image and a subject matching another. To increase expressiveness of the latent space, we separately optimize the latent code used at each scale of our model, which is similar to the $W^+$ space [141] used for inversion which has a separate latent for each layer. We minimize perceptual loss [62, 66] between a subject-only crop of the first generated image and the composition. When generating subject-only images, we zero out the learned constant input to the StyleGAN2 generator [13], which we found helps isolate the subject from the background. The crop region is attained from human pose. We also minimize perceptual loss between scene-only versions of the second generated image and composition image. We optimize for 1000 steps using the Adam optimizer [142] and a learning rate of 0.05.
3.6.4 Animating Pose

After training, our model is capable of animating pose in a stationary scene. In Figure 3.11 we demonstrate a sequence of images generated by fixing the scene and animating the human pose. The scene is inferred from only the first pose, and is limited to small human motion and stationary backgrounds.

Figure 3.11: Provided an input pose sequence (top), we infer scenes based on the first pose, then generate animations (middle/bottom) by keeping the scene latent fixed and passing keypoint heatmaps for each subsequent pose.
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Figure 3.12: We contrast truncation via (a) interpolation toward the mean of random latents, and (b) interpolation toward the mean of conditional latent clusters. The left plot shows a t-SNE [143] visualization of latent codes. Gray points are 10,000 random latents. Colored sets of points are each 1000 latent samples conditioned on the same pose. The formation of clusters signifies that different scene latents conditioned on the same pose are close to each other in the intermediate latent space. The dark gray point in the center is the mean of all random latents, and dark colored points are the means for each pose. Beside each cluster is the input pose and image generated using the mean cluster latent. Conditional truncation (b) works significantly better than unconditional (a).

3.6.5 Scene Clustering and Truncation

Regions of low density in the data distribution are particularly challenging to model. Quality can be improved (at loss of some diversity) by sampling from a shrunk distribution [100, 144–148]. StyleGAN [14] interpolates intermediate latents \( w \) toward the mean \( \bar{w} = \mathbb{E}_{z \sim Z}[w] \) to shrink the distribution, which improves quality for models trained on data such as faces. However, on our more complex data, interpolating toward the mean scene latent produces a gray scene rather than improving quality (Figure 3.12a).

In visualizing a t-SNE [143] plot of scene latents in Figure 3.12, we observe that latents sampled from different noise vectors \( z \) yet conditioned on the same pose \( p \) form clusters. We apply conditional truncation by interpolating a latent \( w \) toward the conditional mean \( \bar{w}_p = \mathbb{E}_{z \sim Z}[w|p] \), shifting the sample toward the cluster center. Conditional truncation works significantly better for our model (Figure 3.12b). We apply conditional truncation \( w' = \bar{w}_p + \psi(w - \bar{w}_p) \) of \( \psi = 0.75 \) to generated images throughout the chapter. Concurrent work [135] proposes a similar method truncation toward centers of perceptual clusters.
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3.6.6 Baseline Comparisons

Please see Figure 3.13 for visual comparisons with baseline methods. Pix2Pix and Pix2PixHD were designed for image translation tasks with stronger conditioning, such as segmentation masks. These methods struggle to produce reasonable images on our more challenging task and dataset. StyleGAN2 (SG2) with latent pose conditioning provides a stronger baseline, but still has notable issues with image quality and often places humans in the incorrect pose. These observations are corroborated by metric performance in two respects: how accurately human subjects are positioned, and how realistic generated scenes look.

To succeed at our task, a model must both put a human in the correct pose and generate a compatible scene. Table 3.2 compares our model with Pix2Pix, Pix2PixHD and StyleGAN2 baselines on these metrics, demonstrating that our model achieves superior performance. Note that StyleGAN2 [13] is primarily an unconditional GAN. The public code release and follow-up work [137] support class-conditional generation. We refer to the version of our model with only pose latent conditioning as StyleGAN2, since it is the most straightforward extension of StyleGAN2 for our task.
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Table 3.2: **Baseline metric comparisons.** We report PCKh (higher is better) as a measure of how accurately humans are positioned, and FID (lower is better) as a measure of how realistic generated scenes look. Our model outperforms Pix2Pix, Pix2PixHD and pose-conditioned StyleGAN2 baselines on both metrics. While the poor performance of baselines may appear surprising, note that our task is much more challenging than standard conditional generation tasks: the dataset is diverse and complex, and conditioning on pose requires the network to infer scene contents and layout.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PCKh</th>
<th>FID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pix2Pix</td>
<td>48.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pix2PixHD</td>
<td>73.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StyleGAN2 (with pose latent conditioning)</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>84.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Accurate human positioning.** PCKh [121] measures the percent of correct pose keypoints (within a radius relative to the head size), where a higher percent is better. We use OpenPose [128] to extract poses from generated images for comparison with input poses. PCKh is computed on a held out test set, ensuring accurate placement of new poses not seen during training.

**Realistic scene images.** FID — Fréchet inception distance [149] — measures realism by comparing distributions of Inception network [150] features between the training dataset and generated images. Lower FID scores are better and correlate with higher quality, more realistic images.

3.6.7 Ablations

We present two ablation experiments. Table 3.3 enumerates changes relative to a pose-conditioned StyleGAN2 baseline, demonstrating improvements gained by our simple yet important modifications. Table 3.4 compares three options for pose conditioning: latents only, keypoint heatmaps only, and dual conditioning of both. Keypoint heatmaps are necessary to accurately position a human in the scene, which is shown by a substantially higher PCKh. Latent conditioning improves quality, which is shown by a lower FID score. We condition with both mechanisms — in addition to offering the best trade-off in metric performance, dual conditioning enables applications of disentanglement, such as generating scenes without humans or visualizing incompatible scenes and poses.
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Table 3.3: **StyleGAN2 ablation.** We enumerate modifications relative to a pose-conditioned StyleGAN2 baseline. In particular, removing style mixing, conditioning on keypoint heatmaps, augmenting discriminator inputs and passing a fake mismatched example to the discriminator, and increasing scale all contribute to our final model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditioning</th>
<th>PCKh ↑</th>
<th>FID ↓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>StyleGAN2 (with pose latent conditioning)</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>− style mixing</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ keypoint heatmaps</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ augmentation, mismatch</td>
<td>80.7</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ large scale (Ours)</td>
<td>84.2</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: **Pose conditioning ablation.** We contrast three options for pose conditioning: only conditioning the latent on pose, only conditioning on keypoint heatmaps, and dual conditioning of both latents and heatmaps. We conduct this ablation on the smaller version of our model. We find that keypoint heatmap conditioning is crucial for accurately placing a human (PCKh), whereas latent conditioning improves the quality of scene generation (FID). We condition with both mechanisms in our final model, which has the best metric trade-off, and enables separating control of human position and scene generation after training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditioning method</th>
<th>PCKh ↑</th>
<th>FID ↓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latent only</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heatmap only</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.7 Discussion

**Limitations.** Our dataset and model only consider images with a single human subject. Dataset curation is limited by the performance of Keypoint R-CNN [129,130] and OpenPose [127,128] when filtering videos for humans. Training depends on OpenPose to correctly predict poses. Our model does not consider human movement when inferring scenes.

**Societal impact.** There is some risk of this or future generative models being used to create fake and misleading content. Our model also inherits any demographic bias present in the existing datasets used to source our training data.
Follow-up work. In *Putting People in Their Place: Affordance-Aware Human Insertion into Scenes* by Kulal et al. [151], we publish follow-up work that builds on ideas presented in this chapter and introduces new methods. In that work, we train a generative model to insert humans into scenes given an image of a person, a separate image of a scene, and a region specifying where to place the person in the new scene. Similar to the method in this chapter, the model implicitly learns about relationships between people and their environment to synthesize a realistic image of a scene containing a person in a compatible pose. The follow-up work uses the *Humans in Context* dataset we present in this chapter as well as additional training data of humans in scenes. We also introduce a new method that uses two separate frames from a video to improve training supervision, leverages a more powerful diffusion generative model, and conditions the model to support a variety of additional use cases. The results substantially improve over results in this chapter as well as newer baseline methods.

Conclusion. In this chapter, we present a new task: provided a human pose as input, hallucinate the possible scene(s) which are compatible with that input pose. Strong relationships between humans, objects and environments dictate which scenes afford a given pose. Many prior works study human affordances from the angle of predicting possible poses given an input scene — we study the other side of the same coin, and hallucinate scenes that afford an input pose.

We demonstrate the emergent ability of our model to capture affordance relationships between scenes and poses. This work marks a significant step toward using generative models to represent complex real-world environments. We hope it will motivate the broader research community to leverage modern generative approaches for scene understanding and to utilize more complex visual training data.

### 3.8 Random Samples

Figures 3.14 3.15 3.16 3.17 3.18 contain random samples from our model.
Figure 3.14: Random samples.
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Figure 3.15: Random samples (continued).
Figure 3.16: Random samples (continued).
3.8. RANDOM SAMPLES

Figure 3.17: Random samples (continued).
Figure 3.18: **Random samples (continued).**
Chapter 4

Learning to Follow Image Editing Instructions

Figure 4.1: Given an image and an instruction for how to edit that image, our model performs the appropriate edit. Our model does not require full descriptions for the input or output image, and edits images in the forward pass without per-example inversion or fine-tuning.

The work presented in this chapter was first published in Brooks et al. as InstructPix2Pix: Learning to Follow Image Editing Instructions at the Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), 2023 [152].
4.1. Introduction

This chapter presents a method for teaching a generative model to follow human-written instructions for image editing. See Figure 4.1 for example image edits performed by our model and Figure 4.2 for a mock interface using our model in a text messaging conversation. Teaching visual generative models to follow instructions is an important step toward making models that are more useful and easier to control.

Since training data for instruction-based image editing is difficult to acquire at scale, we propose an approach for generating a paired dataset that combines multiple large models pretrained on different modalities: a large language model (GPT-3 [20]) and a text-to-image model (Stable Diffusion [153]). These two models capture complementary knowledge about language and images that can be combined to create paired training data for a task spanning both modalities that neither model is capable of alone.

Using our generated paired data, we train a conditional diffusion model that, given an input image and a text instruction for how to edit it, generates the edited image. Our model directly performs the image edit in the forward pass, and does not require any additional example images, full descriptions of the input/output images, or per-example finetuning. Despite being trained entirely on synthetic examples (i.e., both generated written instructions and generated imagery), our model achieves zero-shot generalization to both arbitrary real images and natural human-written instructions. Our model enables intuitive image editing that can follow human instructions to perform a diverse collection of edits: replacing objects, changing the style of an image, changing the setting, the artistic medium, among others.

4.2 Prior Work

Composing large pretrained models  Recent work has shown that large pretrained models can be combined to solve multimodal tasks that no one model can perform alone,
such as image captioning and visual question answering (tasks that require the knowledge of both a large language model and a text-image model). Techniques for combining pretrained models include joint finetuning on a new task [154–157], communication through prompting [158,159], composing probability distributions of energy-based models [160,161], guiding one model with feedback from another [162], and iterative optimization [163]. Our method is similar to prior work in that it leverages the complementary abilities of two pretrained models—GPT-3 [20]) and Stable Diffusion [153]—but differs in that we use these models to generate paired multi-modal training data.

**Diffusion-based generative models** Recent advances in diffusion models [164] have enabled state-of-the-art image synthesis [53,165–169] as well as generative models of other modalities such as video [21,170], audio [171], text [172] and network parameters [173]. Recent text-to-image diffusion models [153,174–176] have shown to generate realistic images from arbitrary text captions.

**Generative models for image editing** Image editing models traditionally targeted a single editing task such as style transfer [177,178] or translation between image domains [179–183]. Numerous editing approaches invert [184–187] or encode [109,188,189] images into a latent space (e.g., StyleGAN [13,14]) where they can be edited by manipulating latent vectors. Recent models have leveraged CLIP [190] embeddings to guide image editing using text [174,191–197]. We compare with one of these methods, Text2Live [198], an editing method that optimizes for an additive image layer that maximizes a CLIP similarity objective.

Recent works have used pretrained text-to-image diffusion models for image editing [175,196,199–201]. While some text-to-image models natively have the ability to edit images (e.g., DALLE-2 can create variations of images, inpaint regions, and manipulate the CLIP embedding [175]), using these models for targeted editing is non-trivial, because in most cases they offer no guarantees that similar text prompts will yield similar images. Recent work by Hertz et al. [201] tackles this issue with Prompt-to-Prompt, a method for assimilating the generated images for similar text prompts, such that isolated edits can be made to a generated image. We use this method in generating training data. To edit non-generated (i.e., real) imagery, SDEdit [199] uses a pretrained model to noise and denoise an input image with a new target prompt. We compare with SDEdit as a baseline. Other recent works perform local inpainting given a caption and user-drawn mask [175,196], generate new images of a specific object or concept learned from a small collection of images [202,203], or perform editing by inverting (and fine-tuning) a single image, and subsequently regenerating with a new text description [200]. In contrast to these approaches, our model takes only a single image and an instruction for how to edit that image (i.e., not a full description of any image), and performs the edit directly in the forward pass without need for a user-drawn mask, additional images, or per-example inversion or finetuning.
Learning to follow instructions Our method differs from existing text-based image editing works \cite{198–203} in that it enables editing from instructions that tell the model what action to perform, as opposed to text labels, captions or descriptions of input/output images. A key benefit of following editing instructions is that the user can just tell the model exactly what to do in natural written text. There is no need for the user to provide extra information, such as example images or descriptions of visual content that remains constant between the input and output images. Instructions are expressive, precise, and intuitive to write, allowing the user to easily isolate specific objects or visual attributes to change. Our goal to follow written image editing instructions is inspired by recent work teaching large language models to better follow human instructions for language tasks \cite{204–206}.

Training data generation with generative models Deep models typically require large amounts of training data. Internet data collections are often suitable, but may not exist in the form necessary for supervision, e.g., paired data of particular modalities. As generative models continue to improve, there is growing interest in their use as a source of cheap and plentiful training data for downstream tasks \cite{207–212}. In this paper, we use two different off-the-shelf generative models (language, text-to-image) to produce training data for our editing model.

4.3 Method

We treat instruction-based image editing as a supervised learning problem: (1) first, we generate a paired training dataset of text editing instructions and images before/after the edit (Sec. 4.3.1, Fig. 4.3a-c), then (2) we train an image editing diffusion model on this generated dataset (Sec. 4.3.2, Fig 4.3d). Despite being trained with generated images and editing instructions, our model is able to generalize to editing real images using arbitrary human-written instructions. See Fig. 4.3 for an overview of our method.

4.3.1 Generating a Multi-modal Training Dataset

We combine the abilities of two large-scale pretrained models that operate on different modalities—a large language model \cite{20} and a text-to-image model \cite{153}—to generate a multi-modal training dataset containing text editing instructions and the corresponding images before and after the edit. We describe in detail the two steps of this process. First, we describe the process of fine-tuning GPT-3 \cite{20} to generate a collection of text edits: given a prompt describing an image, produce a text instruction describing a change to be made and a prompt describing the image after that change (Figure 4.3a). Then, we describe the process of converting the two text prompts (i.e., before and after the edit) into a pair of corresponding images using a text-to-image model \cite{153} (Figure 4.3b).
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![Diagram of method flow]

Figure 4.3: Our method consists of two parts: generating an image editing dataset, and training a diffusion model on that dataset. (a) We first use a finetuned GPT-3 to generate instructions and edited captions. (b) We then use StableDiffusion [153] in combination with Prompt-to-Prompt [201] to generate pairs of images from pairs of captions. We use this procedure to create a dataset (c) of over 450,000 training examples. (d) Finally, our InstructPix2Pix diffusion model is trained on our generated data to edit images from instructions. At inference time, our model generalizes to edit real images from human-written instructions.

Generating Instructions and Paired Captions

We first operate entirely in the text domain, where we leverage a large language model to take in image captions and produce editing instructions and the resulting text captions after the edit. For example, as shown in Figure 4.3a, provided the input caption “photograph of a girl riding a horse”, our language model can generate both a plausible edit instruction “have her ride a dragon” and an appropriately modified output caption “photograph of a girl riding a dragon”. Operating in the text domain enables us to generate a large and diverse collection of edits, while maintaining correspondence between the image changes and text instructions.

Our model is trained by finetuning GPT-3 on a relatively small human-written dataset of editing triplets: (1) input captions, (2) edit instructions, (3) output captions. To produce the fine-tuning dataset, we sampled 700 input captions from the LAION-Aesthetics V2 6.5+ [213] dataset and manually wrote instructions and output captions. See Table 4.1a for examples of our written instructions and output captions. Using this data, we fine-tuned the GPT-3 Davinci model for a single epoch using the default training parameters.

Benefiting from GPT-3’s immense knowledge and ability to generalize, our finetuned model is able to generate creative yet sensible instructions and captions. See Table 4.1b for example GPT-3 generated data. Our dataset is created by generating a large number of edits and output captions using this trained model, where the input captions are real image captions from LAION-Aesthetics (excluding samples with duplicate captions or duplicate image URLs). We chose the LAION dataset due to its large size, diversity of
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input LAION caption</th>
<th>Edit instruction</th>
<th>Edited caption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human-written</strong> (700 edits)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yefim Volkov, Misty Morning</td>
<td>make it afternoon</td>
<td>Yefim Volkov, Misty Afternoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girl with horse at sunset</td>
<td>change the background to a city</td>
<td>girl with horse at sunset in front of city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>painting-of-forest-and-pond</td>
<td>Without the water.</td>
<td>painting-of-forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GPT-3 generated</strong> (&gt;450,000 edits)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Hill, Original oil painting on canvas, Moonlight Bay</td>
<td>in the style of a coloring book</td>
<td>Alex Hill, Original coloring book illustration, Moonlight Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The great elf city of Rivendell, sitting atop a waterfall as cascades of water spill around it</td>
<td>Add a giant red dragon</td>
<td>The great elf city of Rivendell, sitting atop a waterfall as cascades of water spill around it with a giant red dragon flying overhead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Hudson arriving at the Golden Globes 2015</td>
<td>make her look like a zombie</td>
<td>Zombie Kate Hudson arriving at the Golden Globes 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: We label a small text dataset, finetune GPT-3, and use that finetuned model to generate a large dataset of text triplets. As the input caption for both the labeled and generated examples, we use real image captions from LAION. Highlighted text is generated by GPT-3.

content (including references to proper nouns and popular culture), and variety of mediums (photographs, paintings, digital artwork). A potential drawback of LAION is that it is quite noisy and contains a number of nonsensical or underscriptive captions—however, we found that dataset noise is mitigated through a combination of dataset filtering and classifier-free guidance (Section 4.3.2). Before filtering, our corpus of generated instructions and captions consists of 454,445 examples.

**Generating Paired Images from Paired Captions**

Next, we use a pretrained text-to-image model to transform a pair of captions (referring to the image before and after the edit) into a pair of images. One challenge in turning a pair of captions into a pair of corresponding images is that text-to-image models provide no guarantees about image consistency, even under very minor changes of the conditioning prompt. For example, two very similar prompts: “a picture of a cat” and “a picture of a black cat” may produce wildly different images of cats. This is unsuitable for our purposes, where we intend to use this paired data as supervision for training a model to edit images (and not produce a different random image). We therefore use Prompt-to-Prompt [201], a recent method aimed at encouraging multiple generations from a text-to-image diffusion model to be similar. This is done through borrowed cross attention weights in some number of denoising steps. Figure 4.4 shows a comparison of sampled images with and without Prompt-to-Prompt.

While this greatly helps assimilate generated images, different edits may require different amounts of change in image-space. For instance, changes of larger magnitude, such
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(a) Without Prompt-to-Prompt.  (b) With Prompt-to-Prompt.

Figure 4.4: Pair of images generated using StableDiffusion [153] with and without Prompt-to-Prompt [201]. For both, the corresponding captions are “photograph of a girl riding a horse” and “photograph of a girl riding a dragon”.

as those which change large-scale image structure (e.g., moving objects around, replacing with objects of different shapes), may require less similarity in the generated image pair. Fortunately, Prompt-to-Prompt has as a parameter that can control the similarity between the two images: the fraction of denoising steps $p$ with shared attention weights. Unfortunately, identifying an optimal value of $p$ from only the captions and edit text is difficult. We therefore generate 100 sample pairs of images per caption-pair, each with a random $p \sim U(0.1, 0.9)$, and filter these samples by using a CLIP-based metric: the directional similarity in CLIP space as introduced by Gal et al. [194]. This metric measures the consistency of the change between the two images (in CLIP space) with the change between the two image captions. Performing this filtering not only helps maximize the diversity and quality of our image pairs, but also makes our data generation more robust to failures of Prompt-to-Prompt and Stable Diffusion.

4.3.2 InstructPix2Pix

We use our generated training data to train a conditional diffusion model that edits images from written instructions. We base our model on Stable Diffusion, a large-scale text-to-image latent diffusion model.

Diffusion models [164] learn to generate data samples through a sequence of denoising autoencoders that estimate the score [214] of a data distribution (a direction pointing toward higher density data). Latent diffusion [153] improves the efficiency and quality of diffusion models by operating in the latent space of a pretrained variational autoencoder [215] with encoder $E$ and decoder $D$. For an image $x$, the diffusion process adds noise to the encoded latent $z = E(x)$ producing a noisy latent $z_t$ where the noise level increases over timesteps $t \in T$. We learn a network $\epsilon_\theta$ that predicts the noise added to the noisy latent $z_t$ given image conditioning $c_I$ and text instruction conditioning $c_T$. We minimize the latent diffusion objective in Equation 4.1.
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\begin{equation}
L = \mathbb{E}_{x(t) \sim \mathcal{N}(0,1), t} \left[ \| \epsilon - \epsilon_\theta(z_t, t, \mathcal{E}(c_I), c_T) \|_2^2 \right] \tag{4.1}
\end{equation}

Wang et al. [216] show that fine-tuning a large image diffusion models outperforms training a model from scratch for image translation tasks, especially when paired training data is limited. We therefore initialize the weights of our model with a pretrained Stable Diffusion checkpoint, leveraging its vast text-to-image generation capabilities. To support image conditioning, we add additional input channels to the first convolutional layer, concatenating \( z_t \) and \( \mathcal{E}(c_I) \). All available weights of the diffusion model are initialized from the pretrained checkpoints, and weights that operate on the newly added input channels are initialized to zero. We reuse the same text conditioning mechanism that was originally intended for captions to instead take as input the text edit instruction \( c_T \). Additional training details are provided in the supplemental material.

Classifier-free Guidance for Two Conditionings

Classifier-free diffusion guidance [217] is a method for trading off the quality and diversity of samples generated by a diffusion model. It is commonly used in class-conditional and text-conditional image generation to improve the visual quality of generated images and to make sampled images better correspond with their conditioning. Classifier-free guidance effectively shifts probability mass toward data where an implicit classifier \( p_\theta(c|z_t) \) assigns high likelihood to the conditioning \( c \). The implementation of classifier-free guidance involves jointly training the diffusion model for conditional and unconditional denoising, and combining the two score estimates at inference time. Training for unconditional denoising is done by simply setting the conditioning to a fixed null value \( c = \emptyset \) at some frequency during training. At inference time, with a guidance scale \( s \geq 1 \), the modified score estimate \( \tilde{e}_\theta(z_t, c) \) is extrapolated in the direction toward the conditional \( e_\theta(z_t, c) \) and away from the unconditional \( e_\theta(z_t, \emptyset) \).

\begin{equation}
\tilde{e}_\theta(z_t, c) = e_\theta(z_t, \emptyset) + s \cdot (e_\theta(z_t, c) - e_\theta(z_t, \emptyset)) \tag{4.2}
\end{equation}

For our task, the score network \( e_\theta(z_t, c_I, c_T) \) has two conditionings: the input image \( c_I \) and text instruction \( c_T \). We find it beneficial to leverage classifier-free guidance with respect to both conditionings. Liu et al. [161] demonstrate that a conditional diffusion model can compose score estimates from multiple different conditioning values. We apply the same concept to our model with two separate conditioning inputs. During training, we randomly set only \( c_I = \emptyset_I \) for 5% of examples, only \( c_T = \emptyset_T \) for 5% of examples, and both \( c_I = \emptyset_I \) and \( c_T = \emptyset_T \) for 5% of examples. Our model is therefore capable of conditional or unconditional denoising with respect to both or either conditional inputs. We introduce two guidance scales, \( s_I \) and \( s_T \), which can be adjusted to trade off how strongly the generated samples correspond with the input image and how strongly they correspond.
with the edit instruction. In Figure 4.5, we show the effects of these two parameters on generated samples. Our modified score estimate is expressed by Equation 4.3.

\[
\tilde{e}_\theta(z_t, c_I, c_T) = e_\theta(z_t, \emptyset, \emptyset) \\
+ s_I \cdot (e_\theta(z_t, c_I, \emptyset) - e_\theta(z_t, \emptyset, \emptyset)) \\
+ s_T \cdot (e_\theta(z_t, c_I, c_T) - e_\theta(z_t, c_I, \emptyset))
\]  

(4.3)

**Explanation of Equation 4.3:**

Our generative model learns \( P(z|c_I, c_T) \), the probability distribution of image latents \( z = \mathcal{E}(x) \) conditioned on an input image \( c_I \) and a text instruction \( c_T \). We arrive at the classifier-free guidance formulation in Equation 4.3 by expressing the conditional probability as follows:

\[
P(z|c_T, c_I) = \frac{P(z, c_T, c_I)}{P(c_T, c_I)} = \frac{P(c_T|c_I, z)P(c_I|z)P(z)}{P(c_T, c_I)}
\]

Diffusion models estimate the score \[214\] of the data distribution, i.e., the derivative of the log probability. Taking the logarithm gives us the following expression:

\[
\log(P(z|c_T, c_I)) = \log(P(c_T|c_I, z)) + \log(P(c_I|z)) \\
+ \log(P(z)) - \log(P(c_T, c_I))
\]

Taking the derivative and rearranging we attain:

\[
\nabla_z \log(P(z|c_T, c_I)) = \nabla_z \log(P(z)) \\
+ \nabla_z \log(P(c_I|z)) \\
+ \nabla_z \log(P(c_T|c_I, z))
\]

This corresponds with the terms in our classifier-free guidance formulation in Equation 4.3. Our guidance scale \( s_I \) effectively shifts probability mass toward data where an implicit classifier \( p_\theta(c_I|z_t) \) assigns high likelihood to the image conditioning \( c_I \), and our guidance scale \( s_T \) effectively shifts probability mass toward data where an implicit classifier \( p_\theta(c_T|c_I, z_t) \) assigns high likelihood to the text instruction conditioning \( c_T \). Our model is capable of learning these implicit classifiers by taking the differences between estimates with and without the respective conditional input. Note there are multiple possible formulations such as switching the positions of \( c_T \) and \( c_I \) variables. We found that our particular decomposition works better for our use case in practice.
4.3. METHOD

$s_T = 3$

$s_T = 7.5$

$s_T = 15$

$s_I = 1.0$

“Turn him into a cyborg!”

$s_I = 1.2$

$s_I = 1.6$

Figure 4.5: Michelangelo’s *David* with classifier-free guidance weights over two conditional inputs. $s_I$ controls similarity with the input image, while $s_T$ controls consistency with the edit instruction. In practice, to attain the best results, it is necessary to tune these guidance weights for specific images and instructions. Results throughout this chapter tune $s_I$ and $s_T$ accordingly.
4.4 Implementation Details

4.4.1 Instruction and Caption Generation

We finetune GPT3 to generate edit instructions and edited captions. The text prompt used during fine-tuning is the input caption concatenated with "\n##\n" as a separator token. The text completion is a concatenation of the instruction and edited caption with "\n%%\n" as a separator token in between the two and "\nEND" appended to the end as the stop token. During inference, we sample text completions given new input captions using temperature=0.7 and frequency_penalty=0.1. We exclude generations where the input and output captions are the same.

4.4.2 Paired Image Generation

We generate paired before/after training images from paired before/after captions using Stable Diffusion [153] in combination with Prompt-to-Prompt [201]. We use exponential moving average (EMA) weights of the Stable Diffusion v1.5 checkpoint and the improved ft-MSE autoencoder weights. We generate images with 100 denoising steps using an Euler ancestral sampler with denoising variance schedule proposed by Kerras et al. [218]. We ensure the same latent noise is used for both images in each generated pair (for initial noise as well as noise introduced during stochastic sampling).

Prompt-to-Prompt replaces cross-attention weights in the second generated image differently based on the specific edit type: word swap, adding a phrase, increasing or decreasing weight of a word. We instead replaced self-attention weights of the second image for the first $p$ fraction of steps, and use the same attention weight replacement strategy for all edits.

We generate 100 pairs of images for each pair of captions. We filter training data for an image-image CLIP threshold of 0.75 to ensure images are related, an image-caption CLIP threshold of 0.2 to ensure images correspond with their captions, and a directional CLIP similarity of 0.2 to ensure the change in before/after captions correspond with the change in before/after images. For each pair of captions, we sort any image pairs that pass all filters by the directional CLIP similarity and keep up to 4 examples.

4.4.3 Training InstructPix2Pix

We train our image editing model for 10,000 steps on 8×40GB NVIDIA A100 GPUs over 25.5 hours. We train at 256×256 resolution with a total batch size of 1024. We apply random horizontal flip augmentation and crop augmentation where images are first resized randomly between 256 and 288 pixels and then cropped to 256. We use a learning rate of $10^{-4}$ (without any learning rate warm up). We initialize our model from EMA weights of the Stable Diffusion v1.5 checkpoint, and adopt other training settings from the public Stable Diffusion code base.
4.5. RESULTS

While our model was trained at 256 resolution, we find it generalizes well to 512 resolution at inference time, and generate results in this paper at 512 resolution with 100 denoising steps using an Euler ancestral sampler with noise schedule proposed by Kerras et al. [218]. Editing an image with our model takes roughly 9 seconds on an A100 GPU.

4.5 Results

We show instruction-based image editing results on a diverse set of real photographs and artwork, for many edit types and instruction wordings. See Figures 4.1 and 4.6–4.15 for selected results. Our model successfully performs many challenging edits, including replacing objects, changing seasons and weather, replacing backgrounds, modifying material attributes, converting artistic medium, and a variety of others.

We compare our method qualitatively with recent works SDEdit [199], Text2Live [198], and Prompt-to-Prompt [201]. Our model follows instructions for how to edit the image, but prior works (including these baseline methods) expect descriptions of the image (or edit layer). Therefore, we provide them with the “after-edit” text caption instead of the edit instruction. We also compare our method quantitatively with SDEdit and Prompt-to-Prompt, using two metrics measuring image consistency and edit quality, further described in Section ??.

Finally, we show ablations on how the size and quality of generated training data affect our model’s performance in Section 4.5.3.
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Figure 4.7: Michelangelo’s The Creation of Adam with new context and subjects (768 resolution).
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“Make it Paris”  “Make it Hong Kong”  “Make it Manhattan”  “Make it Prague”  “Make it evening”  “Put them on roller skates”  “Turn this into 1900s”  “Make it underwater”  “Make it Minecraft”  “Turn this into the space age”  “Make them into Alexander Calder sculptures”  “Make it a Claymation”  Figure 4.8: The iconic Beatles Abbey Road album cover transformed in a variety of ways.

“Make it a grocery store”  Figure 4.9: Leighton’s Lady in a Garden moved to a new setting.
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Figure 4.10: Van Gogh’s *Self-Portrait with a Straw Hat* in different mediums.

Figure 4.11: A cityscape photograph changed to different times of day. *Photograph by Michael Pewny (edited version).*

Figure 4.12: A landscape photograph edited to show accompanying contextual effects: the addition of boats also adds wind ripples in the water, and the added city skyline is reflected on the lake. *Photograph by Kordula Vahle.*
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“Apply face paint” “What would she look like as a bearded man?” “Put on a pair of sunglasses” “She should look 100 years old”

“What if she were in an anime?” “Make her terrifying” “Make her more sad” “Make her James Bond” “Turn her into Dwayne The Rock Johnson”

Figure 4.13: Vermeer’s *Girl with a Pearl Earring* with a variety of edits.

“Add an eerie thunderstorm” “Turn into an oil pastel drawing” “Insert a train” “Give it a dark creepy vibe”

Figure 4.14: Applying our model iteratively produces compounded edits.

“in a race car video game”

Figure 4.15: By varying the latent noise, our model can produce many possible image edits for the same input image and instruction.
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Figure 4.16: Comparisons with image editing approaches SDEdit [199], Text2Live [198], and Prompt-to-Prompt [201] with DDIM inversion [167,219]. Unlike these methods, our model takes an editing instruction as text input.

4.5.1 Qualitative Baseline Comparisons

We provide qualitative comparisons with SDEdit [199], Text2Live [198], and Prompt-to-Prompt [201]. SDEdit [199] is a technique for editing images with a pretrained diffusion model, where a partially noised input image is denoised using a new caption to produce an edited image. Text2Live [198] edits images by generating an overlay layer, conditioned on text prompts. Prompt-to-Prompt [201] copies attention maps from one generated image to another during the denoising process; we use Prompt-to-Prompt when generating training data (Section 4.3.1), and while it is primarily designed to generate both before and after images, the method can be combined with DDIM inversion [167,219] to edit real images.
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See Figure 4.16 for qualitative comparisons. SDEdit struggles to preserve the identity of subjects or isolate individual objects. Text2Live works for edits that can be achieved by adding an overlay layer, but its formulation can not handle other categories of edits. Prompt-to-Prompt with DDIM inversion often makes additional unwanted changes to the image. Our model outperforms these baselines, and only needs an instruction as text input, whereas other methods require entire image captions (or specific edit layer prompts for Text2Live). We experimented with giving SDEdit edit instructions (instead of output captions) and giving Text2Live various combinations of input/output captions and edit instructions, however we did not observe any clear improvements in qualitative results.

Figure 4.17 compares with images taken directly from the Prompt-to-Prompt paper. In this case, Prompt-to-Prompt takes a pair of captions and generates both before and after images, sharing intermediate attention maps between them. Prompt-to-Prompt performs well when it generates both images. Our method performs comparably given only the “before” image and an instruction, and performs better at editing real images.

Figure 4.18 compares with images taken directly from the Text2Live paper. We prepend “make it” to prompts to use them as instructions. Text2Live performs well at these edits, yet is limited at other categories of edits. Our model is more general and can handle edits designed for the Text2Live method as well as other categories of edits.

Figure 4.17: Comparison on images from the Prompt-to-Prompt paper [201], where both before and after images are generated. Our model can perform comparably given only the before image and an edit instruction.

Figure 4.18: Comparison on images from the Text2Live paper [198].
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Figure 4.19: Plot of the tradeoff between CLIP similarity with input image (Y-axis) and directional CLIP similarity of edit (X-axis) using CLIP ViT-L/14. For both metrics, higher is better. We fix text guidance to 7.5, and vary: our method’s $s_I \in [1.0, 2.2]$, SDEdit’s strength (the amount of denoising) in $[0.3, 0.9]$, and Prompt-to-Prompt’s cross-attention period in $[0, 1]$. We experiment with two variants of SDEdit and Prompt-to-Prompt, using either the output caption or edit instruction.

Figure 4.20: The same study as Figure 4.19, but using CLIP ViT-B/32.

4.5.2 Quantitative Baseline Comparisons

Quantitative comparisons with SDEdit and Prompt-to-Prompt are shown in Figures 4.19 and 4.20. We plot the tradeoff between two metrics, cosine similarity of CLIP image embeddings (how much the edited image agrees with the input image) and the directional CLIP similarity introduced by [194] (how much the change in text captions agrees with the change in the images). These are competing metrics—increasing the degree to which the output correspond to a desired edit will reduce its similarity with the input image—and we are interested in which method achieves the best tradeoff (highest curve).
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of models trained on ablated variants of our dataset (smaller subsets of dataset and no CLIP filtering) by fixing $s_T$ and sweeping values of $s_I \in [1.0, 2.2]$.

We find that compared to SDEdit and Prompt-to-Prompt, our results achieve higher directional similarity for the same image similarity values, indicating it better performs the desired edit. Values are averaged across 2000 edits.

One potential source of bias in our evaluation protocol is the use of the same CLIP model both in evaluation and in our method (to filter training data, and to embed text conditioning in our model). To help assuage concern, we compare using two different CLIP models: ViT-L/14 in Figure 4.19 (same as used in our dataset and model) and ViT-B/32 in Figure 4.20. We find that results are consistent across these different CLIP models.

Outperforming Prompt-to-Prompt (both in quantitative metrics and qualitative results on real images) may seem counter-intuitive, since Prompt-to-Prompt is used to generate training data, however this may be for a number of reasons: (1) we train on CLIP-filtered examples, improving the quality of training data; (2) our method does not need DDIM inversion, which can cause errors; (3) we use a different classifier-free guidance formulation; (4) our model potentially benefits from training on a large dataset with many different image editing examples.

Our model takes roughly 9 seconds per edit on an A100 GPU. This is the same speed as SDEdit (although varying with number of diffusion steps) and twice as fast as Prompt-to-Prompt, since it requires DDIM inversion for real images. Text2Live takes ~5min.

4.5.3 Ablations

In Figure 4.21, we provide ablations for both our dataset size and our dataset filtering approach described in Section 4.3.1. Decreasing the size of the dataset typically results in decreased ability to perform more significant image edits, instead only performing subtle or stylistic image adjustments (and thus, maintaining a high image similarity score, but a low directional score). Removing the CLIP filtering from our dataset generation reduces the overall consistency with the input image. We use CLIP ViT-L/14 for this plot.
4.6 Discussion

In this chapter, I present an approach that combines two large pretrained models, a large language model and a text-to-image model, to generate a dataset for training a diffusion model to follow written image editing instructions. While our method is able to produce a wide variety of compelling edits to images, including style, medium, and other contextual changes, there still remain a number of limitations.

For the best results, including those in this chapter, our model requires tuning classifier-free guidance weights for each example. Reducing this need is an important area for improvement. Our model is limited by the visual quality of training data, and therefore by the text-to-image model used to generate that data (in this case, Stable Diffusion [153]). Our method’s ability to generalize to new edits and make correct associations between visual changes and instructions is limited by the human-written instructions used to fine-tune GPT-3 [20], by the ability of GPT-3 to write instructions and modify captions, and by the ability of Prompt-to-Prompt [201] to generated corresponding pairs of images.

Figure 4.22: Example edit performed by our model that exhibits gender biases. Our model inherits biases from the data and models it is based upon. It is also possible that our model introduces additional biases.

Figure 4.23: Failure cases. Left to right: our model is not capable of performing viewpoint changes, can make undesired excessive changes to the image, can sometimes fail to isolate the specified object, and has difficulty reorganizing or swapping objects with each other.
4.6. DISCUSSION

Our model struggles in particular with counting numbers of objects and with spatial reasoning (e.g., “move it to the left of the image”, “swap their positions”, or “put two cups on the table and one on the chair”), just as in Stable Diffusion and Prompt-to-Prompt. Examples of failures can be found in Figure 4.23. We additionally find that performing many sequential edits sometimes causes accumulating artifacts. Furthermore, there are well-documented biases in the data and the pretrained models that our method uses. Images edited with our method may contain these biases or introduce others. See Figure 4.22 for an example edit performed by our model that exhibits gender biases.

Aside from mitigating the above limitations, our work also opens up questions, such as: how to follow instructions for spatial reasoning, how to combine instructions with other conditioning modalities like user interaction, how to enable edits that include context of a conversation with multiple rounds of instructions or multiple images, and how to evaluate instruction-based editing. Incorporating human feedback, such as with the use of reinforcement learning, is another important direction for future work and could improve alignment between our model and human intentions.
Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this thesis, I presented key components for improving the abilities and usefulness of visual generative models: capturing long-term patterns over time, learning from complex visual data, and teaching models to follow instructions. I proposed new methodologies that advanced visual generative models on each of these axes, as well as opened up several new research questions. Combining these components in future models will unlock new capabilities, such as performing the example task in Figure 5.1.

"Generate a video of a car chase scene, in the style of a James Bond movie, where the people in the first two images are escaping together while driving the car in the third image."

Figure 5.1: Example task for a future generative model that combines all components discussed in this thesis: generating long videos, modeling complex real-world visual data, and following written instructions.

In addition to the three components I focused on in this thesis, creating artificial superintelligence that outperforms human experts at arbitrary visual generation tasks will require other advancements. Scaling model size, training compute, and the amount of training data are crucial. This trend is well established for language models, and better understandings of scale will be paramount for visual generative models as well. It will be important to not only increase scale, but to study how the performance and tradeoffs among different models and design choices change at increasing scales.
Training data was an important aspect in all three contributions: training on long video data (Chapter 2), training on complex real-world image data (Chapter 3), and training on multimodal visual/language data (Chapter 4). It will be valuable to train on massive datasets that combine all of these and other modalities together – videos, images, language, audio, and likely other forms of information. In Chapter 4, I also generate training data using generative models. In that case, a large language model and a text-to-image model produced training data for an image editing task that neither model could perform alone. The success of this method suggests that using generative models to create training data will be an important source of data for us to better utilize in future models.

The method in Chapter 4 enables visual generative models to follow image editing instructions. In future models, it will be important to support more general conversation with models that generate visual data. In Figure 4.2, I visualized a mock interface for interacting with InstructPix2Pix via a text messaging conversation, hinting at the future uses of conversational visual generative models. Rather than following a single instruction, it will be valuable for future models to converse back-and-forth with a user, ask follow up questions, and understand arbitrary context of text and visual data when generating responses. Furthermore, just as alignment and learning from human feedback are essential for language models, it will be crucial to develop mechanisms for aligning visual generative models and for using human feedback to improve visual outputs.

Together the contributions I presented advanced the capabilities and usefulness of visual generative models for image and long video synthesis, as well as highlighted important directions for future research. Modeling long-term patterns over time, learning from complex visual data, and teaching models to follow instructions are key ingredients for building transformative generative models that will perform challenging visual tasks, be easy and intuitive to use, and enable anyone to make creative visual content.
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